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ABSTRACT
This book, divided into three main parts--basic,

advanced, and comprehensive programs--suggests (a. basic physical
education. programs disi-gned to assist classroom teachers
inexperienced in Thysical education to develop activities that will
make a Contribution to the physical fitness of the c4ildren in their
charge and (b) advanced activities developed by schools where
physical fitness through physical educatiOn is a tradition. Part one
:.commends a basic school program; illustrates physical activities
for primary, intermediate, and .secondary grades; and describes
evaluation-and-incentive programs. Part two describes an advanced
school program and'illustrates some physical activities, including
weight training, water exercises, and jogging.. Part three discusses a
comprehensive school program of health and physical education for
grades 1-12. A discussion of ways to develop community support,
suggestions for interpreting physical education, and a descriptiokof
exhibition and demonstration programs are also included. (PD)
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This book focuses on physical education as a basic
tuul to a better life. It encourages the development
of strength, stamina, agility and basic motor skills.
It offers advice particularly worth following by the
young Americans to whom it is addressed.

My Council on Physical Fitness and Sports presents
on these pages recommendations that are designed to
help foster that dynamic good health which is the
foundation for su much of your future happiness,
success and general well-being. I think you will
find its suggestions practical, and I hope that you
will make them part of your school program.
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Physical education is an essential part of basic general
education. Aside from the influence of heredity and nutrition,
physical education is the only way in the school's instructional
prog9m to insure'the development,of organic vigor and vital-

. ity: It is the only organized means for the development of
nerve muscle skills so essential to the individual. Physical
education is more important than it hat; ever been in this
country, as the average school pupil is insured little exercise
or physical activity other than that received in school instruc-
tiorr. Although sch&I administrators and trustees are deluged
by demands for higher achievement in such academic subjects
as mathematics, science- and foreign language instruction, the
American public strongly supports medical research findings
regarding the need for daily exercise. Parents realize that there
is a positive relationship of the pupil's general' learning po-
tential and his physical fitness.

The first National Adult Physical Fitness Survey recently con-
ducted for the President's .Council on' Physical Fitness and
Sports reported:

90 percent of the men and women polled favored having
physical education programs in. the elementary schools.
Only 4 percent were flatly opposed to receiving physical
education.
Support for physical education in the secondary schools
and in college was slightly higher at 91 percent.
Of the76 million adult Americans who have had physical
ec! ,cation, more than 65 million thought it was beneficial.
Anther 9.8 million felt that it "made no difference" or
had "no opinion" on the subject.

The purpose of this publication is to assist in the promotion
of effective physical education programs for; all pupils in grades
K.-12. Most program suggestions are basic in nature, designed
to assist classroom teachers inexperienced in ph a duca-
tion. to develop activities which will make a contribution ,o the
physical fitness of the children in their, charge. Some' ecom-
mendatiohNo beyond a basic program and suggest advanced

U,, ,,,loped by schools Nhere physical fitness through_
physical education has become a tradition. Wherever your
school rates now. you can find something in this book to help
rraLe the pr-,scal education program a little better and even
a r" Ore fun for the pupils and for you.
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This book is divided into three main partsbasic, advanced
and comprehensive programs. Each school is encouraged to
follow the four point program outlined in the basic program to
insure that each pupil receives the benefit of at least a min-
imum fitness program.

SpSecial emphasis on physical fitness and sports is needed.
The existence of many fine programs is recognized but there
is a need for improvement in many communities.

Physical fitness is but one aspect of fitness; however, it is
a very significant aspect and one which is basic to other forms
of excellence. Efforts to improve physica' fitness should be
carried on with full regard for all fitness qualitiesspiritual,
'mental, emotional., and' social.

Physical fitness itself is a broad quality involving medical
end dental supervision and care, immunization' and other pro,
tection against disease, proper nutrition, adequate rest, relaxa-

fl tion, gobd health practices, sanitation, and other aspects of
healthful living. Exercise is an essential element to achieving
physical fitness. Strength, stamina, endurance, and other de-
sirable Qhysical qualities are best developed through vigorous
activity. Physical fitness is achieved through a sensible balance
of all these provisions adapted to age, maturity, and capability
of the individual.

Medical authorities support the need for programs of phys-
ical activities for all children. Reference to medical opinion is
presented in the section titled "Building Community 'Support."

Youth Physical Fitness is a book that can help yuu start and
continue a school program that will support the national fitness
effort. We hope that you will find it a reference you will want
to use often' and that you will' contact the President's Council
on Physical Fitness and Sports if you have any questions about
its contents.

k
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Basic Beliefs

Thd President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports is
fully aware that education is a State and local responsibility.
Through the cooperative efforts of schooi board members, school
administrators, teachers and organized Citizenry, our Nation
has developed arrincreasingly effective school system and has
improved specific areas of education. Continuation of such
cooperation is heartily encouraged.

We believe that the following recommendations, which were
developed after exten4ive consultation, offer a sound approach
to improvement of the physical fitness of children and youth,.

All school children in grades K-12 should be required to
participate in daily programs of physical education empha-
sizing the development of physical fitness and sports skills.

Medical authorities recommend unequivocally regular
vigorous exercise during school years, as such is essential
to healthy development of individuals.

In order to enjoy a sp9rt, master the necessary skills
and participate safely, a person must be physically fit.
The popular slogan, Get Fit by Playing, should be Get Fit
to Play Safely.

Within the educational context of physical education
programs, students should develop knowledge of the effects
of activities for Conditioning as well as the relation of ac-
tivities to various aspects of health throughout life. Stu-
dents reed to unders,and the basic elements of physiology
of exercise and the value of participating in regular vigor-
ous activities. The need to continue activities in adulthood
should be stressed at an early age and throughout the
school physical education experience. Knowledge, under-
standing and participation should result in the develop-
ment of desirable attitudes concerning the values of par-
ticipation in regular vigoLous physical activity.

Special programs of physical education should be pro-
vided those pupils with orthopedic problems, obesity, per-
ceptual motor problems. and other health-related problems.
Such students must first be identified. along with those
who may suffer from physical underdevelopment, malnu-
trition or inadequate coordination.

Physical education programs sl.opld be planned to in-
clude pnysiological fitness goals along with other educa-

3
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tonal aims needed to meet the developmental needs of
children: thus. activities must be adapted to individual
needs and capacities and be vigorous enough to'. increase
energy utilization and heart rate significantly.

The school physical education program should include
a core of developmental and conditioning activities appro-
priate for each grade level. Activities shou,ld be identified
and stressed in progressive order. Demonstration Stand-
-lards for survival activities, particularly including swimming,
should be established and competence '-maintained by
perodic testing and trarning. t
Every pupil should have continuing- -supervision by his family
physician and dentist, including periodic examinations and
Correction of remediable defects: 7 t.
Through these` resources, supplemented Wherever necessary
and feasible by School and community services, the health
appraisal procedures should include:

Identification of pupils with correctable orthopedic de-
' fects and other health problems and sutsequent referral

to medical, authorities.
A posture check, including foot examination; pupils w;th

acute problems should be referred to medical authorities.
Height and weight' measurements, interpreted in terms

of individual needs; pupils who are obviously obese, under-
weight, or malnourished should b2 identified and referred
to medical authorities.
The Community-School Concept should be encouraged
wherever pOssible as a vehicle to . enhance physical ac-
t vity programs.
Public school sports facilities belong, to the people and
should be available for. community use when not being
used for .school

School sports facilities--gymnasiums, swimming pools,
tennis courts, etc. should be available for public use
;.hen not being used for school programs and functidns.

4
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Part
Recommended Basic School Piograni,

Since the "Seven Cardinal. Principals of Education" were
' announced in 1918, schools have held as an objective of edu-

cation the develoOment of good health for physical efficiency.
It. would be virtually impossible to find a school in this countrjf_
that would not list this objective as a part of their current schoo'
philosophy. This being the 'case, all -schools should provide for
continuing health appraisals for all children; .identification of
the physically underdeveloped pupil; daily periods of physical
activity; and evaluation and incentive programs, regardless of
the size of the school facilities or staff.

HEALTH APPRAISALS

It is desirable that every child have continuial supervision
by his family physician' and dentist, including periodic exami-
(nations and correction of any disabilities--so far as is possible.
r Through these resources of the home, supplemented where-
ever necessary and feasible by 'school and community services,
the health appraisal procedures .should include:

(1) 01dentification of pupils with correctable orthopedic and
other health problems and subsequent referral to medical
authorities.

(2) A posture check, including foot examination; pupils
with acute problems should be referred to medical authorities.

(3) Height and weight measurements, interpreted in terms
of individual needs; pupils who are obviously obese, under-
weight, or malnourished should-be identified and referred to
medical authorities..

(z1; Other means of health appraisal and follow-through, as
necessary.

IDENTIFICATION OF THE
PHYSICALLY UNDERDEVELOPED PUPIL

It is impossible to consistently identify. the child that is phys-
ically boc,i., p,-,r without administering some type of objective

5
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assist in distovering those chiTfdren that have low fitness levels.
test of physical performance. he following screening .tests will

VOnce they have been identiqed, they should participate ?n al,

program of developmental activities to overcome their deficien-
cies, and better enable thenii`Ito compete with their peers on
physical activities and develop.a life-long appreciation Itr phys-
ical activity. , \

..
t.All pupils should be screened at the beginning of the school

year and retested on tests failed each six weeks until they pass.
Four screening tests which measure levels of cardiovascularo
endurance, muscular stOergth and agility are ,recommended.

1,

They are:

1. Recovery Index Test (cardiovascular endurance)
2. Pullups ancrFlexecl Arm' Hang (arm and shoulder strength)
3. Situps (adbominal strength)
4. Squat Thrust (agility)

With the possible exception o he Recovery Index Test, fail-
ure to pass these tests does not, n ssarily mean that a pupil
is unhealthy, Nor does ability to pass t e tests assure that the

-pupil may not have a health problem. A child's health status
is determined by evaluating all of the information gained from
the various forms of health appraisal. Special attention should
be given to the directions given for administering the Recovery
Index Test, which will be difficult ,for the pupil with a low level
of cardiovascular fitness.

Recovery Index Test

The following statement was authorized by the American
Medical Associatin's Committee On Exercise and. Fitness.*

Periodic health examinations help in identifying pupils whose
physical education programs should be modified because of a
health problem or organic defect, Even on an annual basis, how-
ever, health examinations cannot uncover every problem that
may become obvious during exercise.

. Conditions can develop, between examinations or even shortly
after an examination. that warrant modification of physical ac-
tivity. Also, some insidious conditions may escape detection in
the most careful examination.

The physical educator, with his background in the basic

* The President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports acknowledges
permission to reprint this article from the Journal of Health, Physical Edu-
cat.on arid RecreatiSn and The American Medical Association's Committee
on Exercise and Fitness.
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health sciences andbecause of ,frequent and repeated :contact
with the same'pupils, is in a' strategic position to observe any
Unusual reactions during exercise: The screening of pupils whot.
respond poorly to exercise is not a*difficult task because it does
not involve diagnoSis. The teacher's role is merely to note that
something may be wrong with the health of a given pupil and
to refer the child for brnedical evaluation.

SKILLFUL- OBSERVATION_ r,

The first repUirement for effective screening is a sensitivity
on the part of the teacher to the individual egercise reactions
of each pupil. An instructor can easily become so, absorbed
with the.skills he is t ling and the progress pupils are making,
that he loses sigtit f other factors. Then a child mayevidence
an unusual respo Se to ttie activity or even show acute distress
without the teac r noticing. r

With practice, he teacher cah become as alert to such signs
as he is to evidences of improvemenit in skill. Such sensitivity
is a continuous accompaniment of good instruction'and not a
separately schechled-technique of teaching. Nor is it time-

' consuming since, as the teacher becomes adept, these obser-
vationS become as automatic as correcting-ah;obvious errorof
performance.

The second requisite of.,effective screening is an understand-
ing of the reactions to exercise which may indicate possible
problem,s. There are a number of observable signs which may
accompany or follow -exercise warranting further investigation.
They may not be indicative of any health problem, but always
demand medical review:

Excessive breathlessness: Some breathlessness is normal, with
exercise, bubreathiessnes.s that persists long after exercise is
cause for rrfedical referral.

Bluing of the lips: Except in a cold wet environments bluing
of the lips or nailbeds is an unnatural reaction to exercise. Its
occurrence in the ordinary exercise setting is cause for medical
referral.

Pale or clammy skin: Pale or clammy skin or cold sweating
foilowing or during exercise is not a normal reaction to physical
activity withir the usual temperature ranges of the .gymnasium
or playing field. Again, medical referral is recommended.

Unusual fatigue: Excessive fatigue, as evidenc9c1 by unusual
lack of endurance or early failure to maintainimoderate ac-
tivity, also suggests the need for medical referral. It is tian-
gercus to attribute such reactions to malingering until possible
organic causes liave been ruled out.

Persistent shakiness: Unusual weakness or shakiness that

7
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continues for more than ten minutes following even vigorous
exercise is cause for medical referral. Normally," recovery will t
be reasonably prompt. f .

Muscle twitching or tetany: Muscular contractiong such as
twitching or tetany. whether localized or generalized, sometimes
occur as an unusual reaction to exerbise. It may be .abnormal
and warrants /medical investigation.

REPORTABLE SYMPTOMS

A number of symptoms relatiqg to exercise which are some-
times reported to the teacher may also be cause tor medical
referral. An occasional episode need not alarm the instructor,
but recurring or persisting patterns of anof the following,
particularly when related to activity, indicate the need for
medical review:

1. Headache
2. Dizziness
3. Fainting

, 4. Broken night's sleep
5. DigeStive upset
6: Paine not assoqiated with injury
7. Undue pounding or uneven heartbeat
8. Disorientation pr personality changes

The instructor. should take a cautious: but not overprotective,
approach:to the problem of screening unusual reactions to exer-
cise. He should constantly remina hiniself that unusual reac-
tions, are not necessarily abncrfral reactions. He should take
care not to alartri students and their parents. And, above all,
he should resist Vve very human tendency to make a presump-
tive diagnosis. whici is definitely out of the realm. of the teacher's
responsibility.

The instructor should remember that some of the symptoms
and signs enumerated above are transient and may indicate only
that a boy or girl is physically unfit. With careful, progressive
concilt!oning in such cases. not only will the untoward reactions
finally osappear. but the boy or girl concerned will eventually
begin to enjoy physical activity. Only a physician, however,
should attempt to distinguish between a lack of fitness and some
incipent health problem.

8
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NIP -'t a nil mbi?* Pt tes,q' designed to
check the physiologic 'response of 'the
body to exerC.:4,4s the Recovery Index
Test" 'As in tinter tests, this attempts

appraise the general capacity.
SOecifiral'y, these tests tax. the res-
piratmy-circulatory resources of the
ind,v.idu41
The Recovery InI1ex Test consists of
stepoing up andcluwn a platform 16
.rches high, 30 tunes a minute for
four rnnutes. The height of the plat-
fcrrn may vary' from- 14 inches for
shorter students to 20 inches high. for

Q taller youths., the subject faces the
'piatform and, starting with either foot

.the signal "up." places his foot on
the piatform, then steps up so that both

kfeet are on the platform,ithen immedi-
ate)f steps ittown again 'in the sariie
rhythm. The ,,ubject then continues.
steppir,4 up down. in a marching
Count, "Up-- tw-. three, four." The c
sitznai "Up comes every two seconds.
rater four minutes of this exercise, the
.,,u6ject sit's down and remains quiet.
One minifte later, the pulse rates are
taken O'aer students, under the super-

the 'school nurse or other
te,ict.iers, can be paired to take each
,:thes puse rates. The following sched-
ule is used:
1. one minute after the exercise for

30 sc.:: nris.
2 to fmnutes after the exercise for

30. sec:nds.
3. 1,.irc-e rn,nutes after the exercise for

33

;:.termine tile Recasery Index, add
tt,e tyre e ;:utsP cdunts and refer to the
tatie atv...q

test 's intended to determine the
ind...flua.'s response to moderately
strenu, us earrC;Se It helps to select
th se who respond efficiently to
etort,,r1 arc1 when repeated on the
same boy cr girl, furnishes a method

ndis:dual improvement.
',`Irien a y ; n fao<. complete the
test .-r makf5 a cc 7e of 60 or less
.arc: , tne tat -e abO.e, medical
reterr3i nar he desirable. The Index
CV .'c f..rn.,,h an cerall estimate of

-t ,re.t.iy indicates the quality
' r t tn:s pmticular test.

BEST COPY ,AVAILABLE
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TEST PRECAUTIONS BE CAW"Ii"84
Young people whose previous 'health history or medical ex-

. amination indicates the possibility of rheumatic or other forms
of heart ,disease Should 'not take the Recovery. Index Test or
s,rni:ar strenuous tests without.medical clearance, The same rule
applies to pupils with other knownTiea4t4i,problems of a serious
nature and. those convalescing from illnek In this respect,
it is better to err on the side of caution. -

Those taking the test should be observed carefully for signs
of distress and in the event of serious difficulty should be asked
to discontinue the stepup activity. Those stopping before com-
pleting the test, either voluntarily or on request, should be re-
ferred for medical review, as should all pupils scoring below
60 (poor) 'n the Recovery Index table. Those who do poorly
on this test may' be unfit to engage immediately in a strenuous
exercise program.

The likelihood is that most of these early "stoppers" and low-,
scorers will be found to have nothing organically wrong. ,Ordi-
narily, their problem will be a low level of fitness or, in.some
cases, lack of mutivation. However, 'enough health problems
will probably be revealed through careful referral to warrant the
procedure. In any event, the, physical educator would need
medical advice in developing activity programs for these low-

" scorers.
A boy or girl with a Recovery Index over 60 is not .necessarily

free of health problems or physical defects. The Recovery Index
Test is only one aspect of evaluating a person's response to
exercise. However, coupled with continuing observation by the
teacher of pupils' reactions to physical,activity, it is a valuable
tool. These supplement, but in no way replace, periodic exam-
inations and other fitness tests.

MEDICAL REFERRALS

In all such procedures, which at best are only rough me.is-
ures.of limited aspects of health, there is inevitably a problem
of over and under referral. A number of children who have
nothing mong with their health will be referred and some with
problems will be missed. This results from both the lack of
precision in the measure itself and the human error in those
doing the referring. Optimum results will be obtained when
obs<_,rvat ons are carefully made and checked and when tests
are used exactly as stipulated.

10?
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The effectiveness of'the recognition and referral procedures
depends on the cooperative relations achieved between the
school and Inca' medical practitioners. Physicians familiar with
the purposes and. prOcedures of observations by physical edu- .

cators will have a different attitude from those unacquainted with
eithef the problem or the practice.

The answer to cooperative relations is joint action to work
out local policies and practices. Communities differ greatly
but, in general, three groups are basic to effective community
action on school ....-4th.problemsthe school, the local medical
society, and the health department.

Procedures for referral in vision and hearing screening. have
been worked out.in most communities. These observations of
reactions to exercise can follow a similar pattern. It is impor-
tant that what and how it is to be done be jointly agreed upon
and all who are involved be fu!ly informed of these. procedures.

INTERPRETING THIS PROGRAM TO THE PUBLIC

The public is accustomed to vision and hearing screening in
the schools and knows, in general, how these programs are
conducted. It is generally appreciated that,physical education
activities of a vigorous nature are a part o( the school curricu-
lum. Few appreciate how teacher observation in physical edu-
cation might screen out certain health problems. Parents might
easily become alarmed unless any unusual reaction to exercise
observed in their child was carefully interpreted to them.

Such interpretation should stress ,the fact that failure to
complete the procedure or a poor Recovery Index generally indi-
cates that the pupil is in poor condition rather than that there
is anything wrong with his basic health. However, medical re-
ferral is a wise precaution before a pupil who is physically below
par embarks on a fitness program.

WORKING WITH PUPILS

A pupil may become apprehensive when he is referred to his
physician. Consequently, it is important to reassure those re-
ferred as well as their parents.

11
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A poor reaction to exercise is usually a sign of a low level of
fitness rather tt -n of disease. The medical referral is necessary
to make certain there is. no contraindication to a, graduated
physical reconditioning program.

As is true in referring pupils for observed signs of poor, re-
sponse to exercise, the teacher should keep in mind that a poor
Recovery Index is to be expected in a poorly conditioned person.
While taking a cautious, but not overprotective, approach to
referral, the instructor should carefully avoid any hint of med-
ical diagnosis.

The basic objective of developing referral procedures re-
lating to physical activity is to protect and enhance the health
of pupils. Togethei, alert ,teacher observation and intelligent
use of the Recovery Index can help to identify pupils with low
levels of -fitness and, in some instances, may .reveal signs of
health problems which warrant medical investigation.

12

Et :7x7D ARRA HANG (GIRLS!
(Ann and Shoulder Strength)

Equipment: A stopwatch and a sturdy
bar, comfortable to grip and adjustable
in height (height of bar should be ap-
proximately the same as the pupil
being tested).
Starting Position: Using an overhand
grip, the pupil hangs with chin above
bar and elbows flexed. *LegS must be
straight and feet free of floor.
Action: Hold position as long as pos-
sible.
Rules: Timing should start as soon as
pupil is in position and released from
any support other than her own. Timing
should stop when the pupil's chin
touches or drops below the bar. Knees
must not be raised and kicking not
permitted.

To Pass:
Ages

10--17--3 seconds



ruu.urs inoys!
(Arm and Shoulder Strength)

Equipment: A bar of sufficient height,
comfortable to grip.\ Starting Position: Grasp the bar with
palms facing forward: hang with arms
and legs fully extended. Feet must be
free of floor.
Action:
Count 1Pull body up with the arms
until the chin is higher than bar.
Count 2Lower body until arms are
fully extended.
Repeat as many times as possible.
Rules: The pullup must be smooth, not
a snap movement, legs must be kept
straight and not kicked. One pullup is
counted each time the pupil raises his
chin above the bar.
To Pass:

Ages:
10-13-1 pullup

14-2 pullups
15-3 pullups
16--4 pullups
17-5 pullups

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

S(rUPS 'RCVS ANC: niRLS%
(Abdominal Strength)

To Pass:
Ages Boys (Situps) Girls (Situps)10 25 20Equipment None. However, a mat or 11-- 26 20other soft (grass) surface preferred. 12-- 30 20Starting Position: Pupil lies on back 13 38 20with knees flexed, feet about 1 foot 14 45 20apart. The hands, with fingers laced,

arc grasped behind the head. A partner
1516 49

50
19
18holds the performer's ankles and keeps

his heels in contact with the floor while 17. 45 18

counting each successive situp.
Action:
Count 1Sit up and turn the trunk to
the left, touching right elbow to left
knee.
Count 2Return to starting position.
Count 3Sit up and turn trunk to the
right, touching left elbow to right knee.
Count 4Return to starting position.
Repeat the required number
of times One complete
situp is counted each
time the pupil returns
to the starting
position.

13



SQUAT THRUST (BOYS AND GIRLS)
(Agility)

Equipment: A stopwatch or 'a watch
with a sweep-second hand.
Starting Positions Pupil stands erect.
Action:
Count 1 --Bend knees and place hands
on floor in front of feet. Arms may be
between, outside or in front of knees.

_Count 2Thrust legs back until the
body is perfectly straight from shoul-
ders to feet (pushup position).
Count 3Return to squat position.
Count,4Return to standing position.
Rule: The pupil should be instructed
how to do a correct squat thrust and
encouraged to do as many as possible
within a tensecond time limit. The
pupil must come to an erect standing
position at the completion of each
squat thrust.
To pass:
Girls
Ages
14-17-3 squat thrusts\in ten seconds
Boys
Aces
10-17-4 squat thrusts in ten seconds

BEST COPY. AVAILABLE

DAILY PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

Most young people do not get enough exercise on their own.
Statistics show that children spend a large proportion of their
free time engaged in sedentary ac`ivitie such as television,
bus riding, studying and idle socializing. The schools can play
an important part in meeting physical development needs of
ctildren if they provide a daily period of physical activity. Now,
more than ever, the school should continue providing the
physical education that all children need to prepare them for
an adult society that is continually reducing the need for phys-

14



ical tasks and, in so doing, is promoptitngSIthCeeinr:.reetitojfc°1ilsiease-s
with inactivity.

The Council recommends that all students spend at least
50 peent of their daily physical education class in sustained
condit,oning exercises and developmental activities designed
to build vigor, strength. flexibility, endurance and balance. In
the remaining available time, a variety of activities including
sports skill instruction and participation should be provided.
All physical education activities should be analyzed for their
contributions to physical fitness, and special emphasis should
be placed on the improvement of the individual child.

All classes should begin slowly with wain -up activities con-
sisting of such exercises as walking, stretching and bending,
easy jogging in place and deep breathing prior to exercising
strenuously. Several minutes should also be reserved for the
same type of activity to serve as a cool-down at the conclu-
sion of the class.

All exercises contained in this section are for girls, as well
as boys, unless specifically noted.

Primary Grades

Pupils in the primary grades should participate in a ,variety
of physical activities involving gross body movements that will
help build a foundation for physiCal fitness throughout life.
All activities should be conducted with full regard for the ma-
turation, growth and development of each child.

Running. is a simple exercise, as well as one of the most
beneficial. Every pupil should run each day. The distances
should be varied and the pupils should be encouraged, but not
pres§ured, to run progressively greater distances.

Young children like to imitate and they want to have a good
time. Animal movements provide a chance to develop fitness
and have fun too. The following exercises are suggested.
for use during the daily period of physical education. A simple
circle formation around the teacher will permit the children to
move freely and provide a good setting for the teacher to set
the pattern of activity.

The suggested activities contained here in the primary grades
section should not be a limiting factor in the program for chil-
dren of this age group. Many classes, under the leadership of
their teacher,.will use these "starter" activities to go to many
more activities suggested in this book or in other publications.
Most States have a Physical Education Curriculum developed
by the State Department of Public Instruction that is available
free for school use.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

TotTOtitkiiNG iN PLACE
ISE ANC HARE.

(cirdiovascular)

Starting PositionPupil stands at at-
tention.
Action:
Count 1Jog slowly in place.
Count 2On the command, "Hare,"
the tempo doubles. The knees are
lifted high, while arms pump vigor-
ously.
Count 3On the command, "Tortoise,"
the tempo slowed to an easy jog. Re-
peat the commands, "Tortoise," "Hare."

16
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"'REIS. I% THE WINC
(flexibilitylateral trunk)

Starting Position--Pupils stand in po-.
salon tok move around the circle, with
arms railed and extended overhead.
ActionPupils run 'sloWly around the
circle, bending left, right, forward and
back as though they'were swaying in
the breeze.

0



fitsT COPY ItImitigi
(flexibility and coordination)

Starting PositionPupils spreads feet
shoulder width, bends at the waist, and
grasps ankles, keeping the knees fully

extended.
ActionWalk forward holding firmly to
the ankles. Keep the knees extended
and the legs straight.

(leg extensors)

Starting PositionPupils assume squat
position, ready to move around the
circle, with hands behind their ears,
palms forward, to simulate rabbit ears.
ActionPupilsmove around the circle
by hopping with both feet together,
landing in the squat position.

(leg extensors)

Starting PositionsPupils stand in po-
sition to move around the circle.
ActionPupils move forward by hop-
ping on the left foot, taking several
long steps.
Repeat, hopping on right foot.

t
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7
BLAR WALK

(flexibilityhamstrings),

Starting PositionPupils stand in po-
DES

w\li ABLE .

sition to move around the circle. Bend DC41 "
from the waist and place hands on the
floor.
ActionPupils travel around the cir-
cle, moving right arm and right leg
simultaneously as ,one step, then left
arm and left leg.

CROSSING THE RIVER
(agi I itylocomotor ski I Is),

Starting PositionDiVide the class into
half. One-half is again divided in half
to form two facing lines, about 60 feet
apart. These two lines form the "shores"
of the "river." The other half of the
class is placed between the two lines,
or in the "river."
ActionOn signal, pupils on both
shores attempt to cross to the other
side without being tagged. The ones in
the middle attempt to tag those cross-
ing. Those tagged stay in the "river"
and help tag the others as the game
continues.

18
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WU AUBEST COPYR. RBACE

(cardiovascular and leg extensor)

Starting PositionPupils stand in a
straight line side by side, 3 feet apart.
A finish line is designated 60 feet in
front of the pupils.
ActionPupils race by hopping with
both, feet togetherfirst to the right,
then to the left, then straight ahead,
repeating this pattern until reaching
the 1:nish line.
The race may be varied by hopping in

RR other ways; e.g., on one leg.

KNEE DOWN
(leg extensor strength and balance)

Starting PositionPupils stand with
toes of both feet on a line.
ActionWithout using the hands or
moving' the toes from _the line, kneel
on both knees. Return to standing po-
sition without using hands and keep
ing toes on the line.

FROG STAND
(balance and arm strength)

Starting PositionPupil assumes squat
position, hands on floor, fingers point-
ing forward. The elbows are inside of,
and pressed against, knees.
ActionLean forward slowly, transfer-
ring body weight to hands, raising feet
clear of the floor. Maintain balance,
keeping head up. Hold for several sec-
onds, then return to starting position.
Repeat, maintaining balance for in-
creasingly longer periods.

19
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COFFEE' C;RINr:EP
(arm, shoulder and lateral trunk

strength)

Starting PositionPupils support ex-
tended body (turned sidewards) on right
arm and both feet. Right arm and both
legs are fully extended, feet slightly
apart.
ActionMove feet and hody in a cir-
cle using the right arm as a pivot. Re-

, peat, using the left arm.

20

MTA,.uRING WORM
(flexibilitylower back and hamstrings)

Starting PositionPupils assume the
pushup position, body extended, face
down, arms extended fully, shoulder
width apart, hands on floor, fingers
spread and pointed forward. The body
is supported on hands and toes.
ActionHold the hands stationary and
walk feet up, as close to the hands as
possible. Then, keeping the feet sta-
tionary, walk hands forward to starting
position. Repeat alternate actions.



.

py I ABLE,
, w:. Al9y vy

(arm, shoulder and abdominal strength)

Starting PositionPupils pair off. One
takes "hands and knees" position, The
hands are directly tinder the shoulders,
fingers pointing forward. His ,partner
grasps the kneeling pupil's ankles, rais-
ing his legs.
Action --The first pupil walks forward
.on his. hands. His feet and legs are
supported by partner walking between
the outstretched legs.

Interthediate and secondary grades
The exercises and activities selected for the intermediate

and secondary .grades are more formal than those presented
'for the primary grades. The instructor should not feel restricted
from using activities presented in the previous section, especially
for intermediate grade children if they seem appropriate.

Again, the activities presented here are for both girls and
boys unless specified otherwise. The calisthenic exercises have
been arranged in a sequecP that places the easier, or warmup,
type exercises first. Also, standing exercises are grouped to-
gether as are the lying exercises for obvious reasons of admin-
istration. It is not suggested that all of the activities be given
during each class period. However, it is recommended that
exercises and activities be selected by the instructor that affect
the cardiovascular system and most of the major muscle groups
of the body. Also, the number of repetitions each exercise
should be done varies with the condition of the class and has
been purposely omitted. Generally, ten repetitions of most
exercises is a good startirig point.

21
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

DEEP BREATHER
(wa rm u presp i ra tory syStem)

Starting PositionXpil stands at at-
tention.
Action:
Count 1Rise on toes while circling
the arms inward and upward slowly,
and inhaling deeply. At the end of
movement, -arms are extended over-
head.
Count 2Continue_circling arms back-
ward and downward while lowering the
heels and ethaling.
This exercise should be dbne slowly
and rhythmically.

9

.;

,ti:dt

WING STRETCHER
(flexibilityback and chest)

Starting PositionStand erect; raise
elbows to shoulder height, fists
clenched, palms down in front of
chest.
ActionThruSjt elbows backward vig:
orously and return. Be sure head re-
mains erect. Keep elbows at shoulder
height.

!:"11
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ONE FOOT BALANCE
am lance)

Stztrting Position Pupil stands at at.
tcrit.,fl
Action:
Count .Stretch left leg backward,
*hoe ber,dmt; trunk fcrward and ex
terldwg arms ,:zdewarcl until this posi
tiori is reached The head is up, trunk
paral!e; to 11,-nr, the left leg, is fully
etPnr-W, w,th tneS of left foot pointed'
This ...,,,uucrtfilg leg ;s kept straight. Hold :

ths ciusil.; r..; to 10 seconds. Re-
!um ?., starting pcsitic-n.
Count 2. Pepeat, using the opposite
,itg ,,t,ppert

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

JUMPING JACK
(c0Ordinationcardiovascular)

Starting PositionPupil stands at at-
tpnt.on
Action:
Count 1 -Swing arms sideward and
upward, touching hands above head
(arms straight) while simultaneously

feet sideward and apart in a
te jumping motion.

Count 2 Spring back to the starting
PCSOicm.

4
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

80.0Y BENDER
(flexibiiitylateral trunk)

Starting PositionPupil stands, feet
slightly apart, hands clasped behind
the head.
Action:
Count 1Bend sideward at the hips to
the left as far as possible. Keep ttle,
feet stationary and the toes pointed
straight ahead.
Count 2Return to starting position.
Count 3Repeat, begding to the right.
Count 4---Return to the starting posi-
tion.

'sf J aI L
(flexibilitylower bac1,, hamstrings)

Starting PositionPupil stands; knees
flexed, feet spread shoulder-width
apart, arms extended sideward shoul-
der-high, palms down.
Action:
Count 1Twist and bend trunk, bring-
ing right hand to the left toe, keeping
arms straight, knees flexed.
Count 2Return to starting position.
Count 1Twist and bend trunk, bring-
ing left hand to the right toe, keeping
arms straight, knees flexed.
Count 4Return to starting position.



(lower backthighs)

Starting PositionPupil stands with
feet spread apart, arms extended over-
head
Action:
Count 1 -- -Bend forward from hips,
knees bent. Swing arms downward be-
tween legs.
Count 2Return to starting position.

;:
(card' sc u

Starting Position--Pupil stands at a
tention.
Action:
Count 1Bend knees and place hands
cn the floor in front of the feet Arms
may be bet.reen, outside of or in front
r,f the bent knees.
Count 2--Thrust the legs back far
enough so that the body is perfectly
straght from shoulders to feet (the
pushup positinn)
Count 3--Ret_;rn to squat position.
Count 4 Return to erect position.

BEST PY AVAILABLE

AN idt_1(;Fi

(legs extensors)

Starting Position--Pupil assumes a
half-crouch position, bending from the
waist as though about to begin a broad
lump. Arms are extended backward.
ActionSpring straight upward, bring-
ing knees to the chest and heels to
buttocks, meanwhile swinging the arms
downward and around the legs, at-
tempting to touch, hands together under
the legs. Land in the starting position,
ready for the next upward leap.

25



BEAR HUG.*
(thighs)

Starting PositionPupil stands, feet
comfortably spread with hands on hips.
Action:
Count 1Take a long step diagnonally

. right, keeping left foot anchored in
place; tackle the right leg around the
tnigh by encircling the thigh with both
arms.
Count 2Return to the starting posi-
tion.
Counts 3 and 4Repeat to the oppo-
site side.

BEST COPY ATTABLE

THE COORDINATOR
(coordinationcard iovascular)

Starting PositionPupil stands at at-
tention.
Action:
Count 1Hop on left foot, swinging
right leg forward, touching toe to floor
in front of left foot, meanwhile bring-
ing both arms forward to shoulder level,
fully extended.
Count 2Hop agai,'i on left foot, swing-
ing right foot to the right 'side and
touching toe to floor, meanwhile fling-
ing arms sideward at shoulder, level.
Count 3Hop again on left foot, re-
turning to position of Count 1.
Cocnt 4Hop again on left foot, re-
turning to starting position.
Repeat, hopping on right foot. Con-
tinue, alternately hopping on each foot.
As exercise is mastered, tempo should
be increased.

74
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SQUAT JUMP
(leg extensor strength)

Starting PositionPupil assumes semi
squat position, hands clasped on top
of head, feet 4 to 6 inches apart, heel
of left foot on line with toes of the
right foot.
Action:
Count 1Spring upward from the floor,
reversing the position of the feet and
corning down to the semisquat posi-
tion. Hands re ain on head.
Count 2Same t,° reversing
feet.
Continue, reversing feet on each up-
ward jump.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

KNEE PAISE S;NOLE AND DOUBLE)
(hip flexors and abdominals)

Starting PositionPupil lies on back
with knees slightly flexed, feet on floor,
arms at side.
A.1;r1n:
Count 1Raise one knee up as close as
possible to chest.
Count 2Fully extend the knee so the
leg is perpendicular to the floor.

Count 3Bend knee and return to
chest.
Count 4Straighten leg and return to
starting position.
Alternate the legs during the exercise.
The double knee raise is done in the
same manner by moving both legs
simultaneously.

27
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BEST COPY MAILABLE HEAD AND S1-40ULO7R CURL

(abdominals and hip flexors)
t

Starting PositionPupil lies on the
back ',pith hands at sides, palms down.
Action:
Count 1Lift the head and shoulders
off the floor. Hold the tense position
for four counts.
Count 2Return to starting position.

,0
.

LEG EXTENS!ON
(hip flexors and abdominals)

Starting PositionPupil sits, legs ex-
tended, body erect and hands on hips.
Action:
Count 1With a quick, vigorous ac-
tion, raise and flex the knees by drag-
ing feet backward toward the buttocks
with the toes lightly touching the
ground.
Count 2Extend the legs back to the
starting position.
The head and shoulders should be held
high throughout the exercise.

(abdominals and hip flexors)

Starting PositionPupil lies on back
with arms extended behind head.
Action:
Count 1Sit up, reach forward wit',
the extended arms, meanwhile pulling
the knees tightly against the chest.
Arms are outside the knees.
Count 2Return to starting p6sition.
The exercise is done rhythmically and
without breaks in the movement.
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'SNAP AND TWIST

(abdominal and hip flexors)

Starting PositionPupil lies on back
with arms,extended beyond head.
Action:
Count 1With, a vigorous action, sit
up and bring the left knee to chest
while extending right arm forward and
the elbow backward. .(This is an "ex-
plosive" type of movenicint.)
Codnt 2Return to the starting posi-
tion.

BEST. COPY AVAILABLE

Count 3Repeat the movement to the
opposite side.
Count 41Return to 'starting position.
The exercise is done rhythmically.

BACK TWIST
(hip flexors and abdominals)

Starting PositionPupil Les on back,
arms extended sideward, palms on the
floor, and legs raised to a vertical po-
sition.
Action:
Count 1Keeping both feet together
swing legs slowly to the left until al-
most touct)ing the floor. Keep arms,
shoulders, and head in contact with
the floor.

Count 2Return to starting position.
Count 3Repeat the movement to the
right,
Count 4Return to starting position.

\,)
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BEST COPY AVARABLI

Cs

SIDE LEG RAISE
(lateral muscles of the leg)

Starting PositionPupil lies ,on side,
arms extended overhead. The head rests
on the lower arm. Legs are extended
fully, one on top of the other.
Action:
Count 1With a brisk action, raise the
top leg vertically. 4.

Count 2,Return to starting position.
Repeat for specified number of counts
and repeat on other side.

THE SPRINTER
(cardiovascular, arms and legs)

Starting PositionPupil assumes squat-
ting position, hands on the floor, fin-
gers pointed forward, left leg fully
extended to the 'rear.
Action:
Count 1Reverse position of the feet
by bringing left foot to hands and ex-
tending right leg backward, all in one
motion.
Count 2Reverse feet again, returning
to starting position.
Repeat exercise rhythmically.

AgY
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PUSHUPS
(arms, shoulders and chest muscles)

Starting Position:
Boys Extend arms and place hands
on ground just under and slightly out-
side of the shoulders, ..finger's pointing
forward. Extend body so that it is
perfectly straight. The weight is sup-
ported on the hands and toes.
GirlsExtend arms and place hands,
fingers pointing forward, on ground just
under. and slightly outside of the shoul-
ders. Place knee on floor and extend

BEST COPY AVM ABLE
body until it is straight from the head
to the knees. Bend knees and raise
the feet off the floor. The weight is
supported by the hands and knees.
(Also for boys who cannot do regular
pushups.)
Action:
Count 1Keeping body tense and
straight, bend elbows and touch chest
to floor.
Count 2Return to original position.
(The body must be kept perfectly
straight. The buttocks must not be
raised. The abdomen must not sag.)
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BOUNCING BAIL
(arms, shoulders and chest)

Starting PositionPupil assumes push-
up position, by bending forward ex-
tending the arms and placing the hands
on the e floor. shoulder width apart;
fingers pointing forward, and extend-
ing trunk and legs backward in a ,
straight line. The body is supported
on the hands and toes.
ActionBounce up and down by a
series of short, upward springs. (Try
clapping hands togethei while body is
in the air.)

,.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Circle Drills

Class Formation.These activities are conducted with the
class formed in a circle, pupils spaced 6 feet apart. A double
circle may be used for larger groups.

Procedure.Pupils walk around the circle at a slow pace,
keeping the circle formation. They need not walk in step. Stand-
ing in the center of the circle, the teacher calls the name of
an activity such as those listed below and performs it. Imme-
diately each pupil also performs the. exercise, continuing to
move around tlke,circle.

After doing the exercise for about 10 or 15 seconds, the in-
structor commands, "Relax," upon which all pupils assume the
original, slow walk. After 5 to 15 seconds, the instructor calls
and performs a.. new exercise and the class again does it. The
time between activities should vary with the nature of the
exercise and the condition of the pupils.

After pupils have learned the activities, the drills may be
conducted without commands by having the pupils follow the
leader as he changes from one activity to another.
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BEST COPY AIMILABLE
Activities:

r --Face down, on hands and feet. Walk forward.
8,)=- ----Face down, on hands and feet, travel forward

by moving the right arm and right leg simultaneously, and>then
the left arm and left leg simultaneously.

P" --Pupils count off by twos. On command, the
even-numbered pupils leap over the odd numbered. At the next
command the "odds" leap over the "evens."

Bend knees slightly, bend trunk forward, arms
hanging doVin until back of hands touch the ground. Retain
this position and walk forward.

r. Lean forward at the waist until the trunk is
parallel with the 4rbund. Retain this position and run slowly.

, !-, Run forward, leaping obliquely to the right
as the right foot ad,,ances, leaping obliquely to the left as the
left foot advance,-;.

Run forward, raising the knees as high
as possible on each step. Pump arms vigorously.

Travel forward by hopping on the left foot.
Take long steps. Change to right foot and repeat.
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Carries BEST COPY PARABLE

Before starting these activities the pupils pair off according
to size, each set of partners designated A arid' B.

Firmart c Carry.A and B stand facing. A places his left.
arm between legs of B. The crotch of B is at the shoulder of A.
B leans forward, lying across A's shoulders. A straightens up,
lifting B off the ground. A, using his left hand, grasps B's left
wrist, which is banging over A'§ shoulder. Carrying B in this
position, A runs 'or walks forward.

Crosi Carry. --A bends forward in front of B, with right side
toward B. B bends forward lying across A's back. A places
left arm around B's shoulders and right arm around his legs.
A straightens up, lifting B. Retaining this position, A runs or
walks forward, carrying B.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Eingle.Shoulder C3rry.A and B stand facing. A assumes
a semi-squatting position.. B leans forward until he is lying
across As left shoulder. A clasps his arms around B's legs and
straightens up, lifting B from the ground. Carrying B in this
position. A runs or walks forward..

Army Carry B stands sideward in front *of A. A bends his
knees, places one arm behind B's knees and the other across
the small of B's back. B places his near arm around A's
shoulders and clasps his hands together. A lifts B, and carries
him, walking or running forward.

Note.--Partners should be comparable in size and strength. Instruction
in the proper technique of lifting should be given prior to using the carries.
Lifting should be done by using the legs rather than the back.

Apparatus

Exercise on apparatus is especially valuable
in developing strength, agility, and endurance.
Only a few of the many exercises which can be
performed on the apparatus have been selected.
Extreme care should be taken in the use and
maintenance of apparatus to prevent accidents.

Formation.Class arrangement is dependent
upon the size of the class, and facilities and
apparatus available. The class should be divided
into small groups, each working at a different
apparatus, to provide' maximum participation.

Apparatus and Activities:
Climbing ropes:
1. Ordinary climb, using legs and feet.
.2. Climb ,rand over hand, without aid of feet,
kicking legs with each pull of the arms.
3. Climb hand over hand, without aid of feet,
legs dangling.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
Parallel bars.,From end of bars, body oetween bars, sup- .

ported on fully extended arms: .

1. Lower body until elbows fully .fleid. Press back up to
starting position. (Dip.)

2. Dip while swinging legs.
3. Travel forward on hands.
4. Swing both legs together fdrward and upward until they

are higher than bars. then swing them in an arc to the left,
meanwhile pushing off with the hands, vaulting aver bar, land-
ing on feet alongside of bar, facing in original direction. This
is done in one continuous motion.

5. Same as No. 4, vaulting to the right.
Horizontal bar (chinning bar):
1. Hang from bar, feet off floor. Do one or more pullups.
2. Hang. raise one knee to chest. Return. Alternate knees.
3. Hang, raise, both knees to chest.
4. Hang, raise one leg, fully extended, until parallel to floor.

Return. Alternate legs.
5. Same as No. 4, raising both legs.

Horizontal ladder (indoor and outdor;):
1. Hanging from one of the rungs, do one or more pullups.
2. Travel forward, moving hands from rung to rung.

.3. Travel sideward.
4. Hang, raise knees (as on horizontal bar).
5. Hang, raise legs (as on horizontal bar).
Peg Board:
1. Hang, move across board horizontally by moving peas from

hole to hole.
2. Hang, climb board vertically.
3. Hang, combine vertical and horizontal movements.

Tumbling

Tumbling is an excellent activity for developing, coordination,
;.gility, and control of the body in motion. Care should be taken
to follow proper safety measures. Tumbling should not be in-
cluded in the program unless the teacher or leader is ade-
quately' prepared to conduct the activities safely.

Forrnation.Divide the class irto small groups to provide
maximum participation.'
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Activities: BEST COPY 1117011.ABLE
Forwartt rol;. Pupil squats, keeping feet together. Bend f.pr-

ward and place hands on the mat (or turf), shoulder width apart.
fingers pointing forward. Arms are on the outside of knees.
Duck head between legs, keeping chin to the chest and tucking

-so - ,host. rr. i forward orlback of neck and shoulders,
Co rr to a stand.

S!101.1ffir. ra!! (T;,rn slightly to the right, place hands on the3! - tr., mat. Roll forward on the left shoulder,
. :,`' dr- n the chest and rolling on the back, andy, 'he (Arne roll on the right shoulder,

6.ickharci standing position, lean forward, fall
position, catching the weight partially

t P;:k backward, placing hands on the mat, overt- A- it the .Liame time drawing the knees to the
h.-Inds and roll backward to a standing

Cye for..%ard roll, preceded by a short dive
f fy :1 feet stretching arms forward,

f, hands, ioNering the body to the neck
; ,..:koci tight iith chin to chest.
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SES1 Vv !MORE

Ca rtwheekFrom standing I
position, make a quarter turn
left, placing right foot sideward,
right arm extended upward.
Transfer weight to the right foot,
and swing the right hand to
the mat. Swing the left leg
up, at the same time placing

I) left hand on the mat. Keep
arms and legs spread. Bring
the left foot to the mat while
pushing off with the right hand.

.Follow through to
standing position.

111

Running Relays

,Stick.iab Relays.--Teams line up
sinEle file behind a common starting
line. A soccer ball. softball, or basketball
is placed on the starting line in front
of each team. The first pupil on each
team is given a stick or baseball bat.
At the starting signal, he jabs the ball
until it crosses the distance line, 30
feet a way. As soon as me ball passes the
distance line, he picks it up and runs
back to the starling line, where he
hands stick and ball to the next pupil.
The second pupil repeats the performance
of the first. The relay continues until the
last pupil has return'd to the starting line.
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BEST Cfry 1'1'4111RM
H).0 Hr!.1 -Teams line up single file- behind a common

starting line. The first pupil'of each team holds a basketball or
soccer ball behind his back and runs to the distance line 45 feet
away. 1 here he puts the ball between his legs and holds it there.
Wing only his legs to hold the ball, he returns to the starting line.
He does not give the ball to the next pupil until he has crossed
the starting rune. If he drops the ball, he must pick it up and
replace it before he can continue.

The ball can be held between the ankles or between the thighs,
but the position should be uniform throughout 'each relay.

Crawling Relays

Teams line up single file behind a corn-
. mon starting line. Each pupil bends forward and. grasps the

ankles of the pupil in front of him: At the starting signal, the
teams move forward as best they can, continuing to hold ankles.
The first pupil may use his hands in any manner to help his
team. The first team to have all members cross the distance
line 60 feet away wins. If the line breaks, it must join again
before it proceeds.

Teams line up
single file behind a
common starting line.
The first pupil of
each team assumes the
"Crab Walk" position with
his feet forward on the
starting line. At the
starting signal, he
moves forward to the
distance He 40 feet away. He touches it with his feet and
returns to the starting line 'n the reversed position, with the
head and hands leading. The second pupil, may not start until
the first pupil touches the finish line.

. ---Teams tine up single file behind a com-
mon starting line. A ball (preferably a medicine ball or a part-
tially inflated basketball) is placed in front of each team. At the
starting signal. the first player drops to his hands and knees,
and butts the ball with his head, toward the distance line 50
feet away. He may run or crawl in following the ball, but may
butt it only Aith his head. After reaching the distance line, he
butts it back to the second player at the starting line. This
ContinuC's until each pupil has completed his turn.
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BEST COPY .r""" !MI E
1ivt,111,1,0N Race.-Members of each team pair off. Teams

line up single file behind a common starting line. The firg
pupil walks on his hands while his partner holds his ankles.
They advance to the distance line 60 feet away, exchange posi-
tions, and return to starting line. After the first two pupils return
and cross the starting line, the next pair starts.

Carrying Relays

Back to-sack Relay.Members of each team pair off accord-
ing to size. Teams line up single file behind a common starting
line. The first set of partners on each team stand back-to-back
and links elbows. The carrier always has his elbows inside the
elbows of the pupil he is carrying. At the starting signal, the
carrier leans forward, lifting his partner off the ground, and
carries him to the distance line 35 feet away. After they cross
the distance line, the carrier lowers his partner to the ground.
They reverse positions and return to theg'tarting line, signaling
the next set of partners to begin.

Revere. Relay Mark two
parallel lines 50 feet apart.
Each team selects a rider.
The remaining, members of each
team count off by twos. The
"ones" from each team form a
single file behind one line and the
"twos from each team form a
single file behind the other line,
directly opposite their team-
mates. Eich rider stands in front
of the "ones" on his team.
At the starting signal, the rider
mounts the back of the first
No. 1 player in line, who carries
him to the other !,ne. There,
the rider changes mounts, to the
first No. 2 player in line, with-
out touching the ground. They
continue until all players have
carried the rider. If a rider falls,
he must mount again at the
point of the fall. If he falls in
changing mounts, he must get
back on li;s original mount
before making the change.
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c° _Members of each team pair off accord-

ing to size, Teams line up single file behind a common starting
line. The front pupil of the first set Of partners sits on the
ground Ai ith his feet on the starting line and leans backward.
His head rests in the cupped hands of his partner behind him.
At the starting signal, the front pupil arches his back and, with
his Aielght supported on his feet and s head in partner's
hands, moves to the distance line 35 et away. They reverse
positrons and return to the starting line, signaling the next set
of partners V.) begin.

EVALUATION AND INCENTIVE PROGRAMS

Good prci:rar s result from a number of factors including
planning, implementation, and evaluatibn. Validated tests have
long been a part of good physical education programs. Testing
is (The best means of measuring achievement .and diagnosing
...eakressesi they also provide means of self-evaluation for
the pup:i and a strong motivation for improvement.

A.%ard programs can assist in raising pupil incentives to
9,e continually higher goals for themselves and their peer

gr, .ras. This' section contains descriptions of the Youth Fitness
Test developed by the American Association for Health, Phys-
ic3! E',-tucation 3rd Recreat.on, the Presidential Physical Fitness
Award, the Instructors Award, the National Variety Award and
the State School Demonstration Center Project.

Youth Fitness Test

AAHPER Youth Fitness Test has been officially adopted
by the Pre,ident's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports as
part of its motR,otional and evaluation program. The test con-
:-,1s7s of a battery of seven tests designed to measure various
components of phisical fitness of girls and boys, ages 10-17.
Res.;ts an the complete set of items give an overall picture of
the fitness of the pupil. The Youth Fitness Test is the only
fitoess test tor hiCh national norms have been developed,
and s the basis for the Presidential Physical Fitness Award,

The tests can be conducted in the gymnasium and outdoors,
depending upcp space available and weather conditions. It is
recommerci.fd that the tests oe given at the early part of both
the fa!! and -pang semesters and that dram adjustments
bo "'ado' c)rrect for any program weaknesses if they appear.
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The test items and the physical components which they meas-
ure are:

1. Pullups (boys).arm -and shoulder girdle strength
Flexed Arm Hang (girls)arm and shoulder girdle strength

2. Situps- abdominal and hip flexor strength
3. Shuttle Runspeed and change of direction
4. Standing Broad Jumpexplosive power of leg extensor

muscles
5. 50 Yard Dashspeed
6. Softball Throw for Distanceskill and coordination
7. 600 Yard Run-Walkcardiovacular endurance
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1L1L1UPS (BOYS)

EquipmentA bar, of sufficient height,
comfortable to grip.
Starting Position--Grasp the bar with
palms facing forward; hang with arms
and legs fully extended. feet must be
free of floor.
Action:
1. Pull body uo with the arms until the
chin is placed over the bar.
2. Lower body until the elbows are
fully extended.
3. Repeat the exercise as many times
as possible.
Rules:
1'. The pull must not be a snap move
ment.
2. Knees must not be raised.
3. Kicking the legs is not permitted.
4. The body must not swing.
5. One complete pullup is counted
each time the pupil places his chin
over the bar.



FLEXED ARM HANG (GIRLS)
(Arm and Shoulder Strength)

Equipment -A stopwatch and a sturdy
bar, comfortable to grip and adjustable
in height (height of bar should be ap-
proximately the same as the pdpil
being tested).
Starting Position- -Using an overhand
grip, the pupil hangs, with chin above
bar and Elbows flexed. Legs must be
straight and feet free of floor.
Action-7Hold position as long as pos-
sible.
RulesTiming should start as soon as
pupil is in position and released from
any support other than her own. Timing
should stop when the pupil's chin
touches or drops below the bar. Knees
must not be raised and kicking not
permitted.

SITUPS (BOYS AND GIRLS)
(Abdominal Strength)

EquipmentNone. However, a mat or
other soft (grass) surface preferred.
Starting PositionPupil lies on back
with knees flexed, feet about 1 foot
apart. The hands, with fingers laced,
are grasped behind the head. A part-
ner holds the performer's ank'es and
keeps his heels in contact with the
floor while counting each successful
situp.
Action:
Coun: 1Sit up and turn the trunk to
the left, touching right elbow to left
knee.
Count 2Return to starting position.
Count 3--.S.t up and turn trunk to the
right, touching left elbow to right knee.
Count 4... Return to starting position.
Repeat the required number of times.
One complete situp is coun
each time the pupil returns
to the starting
position.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Equipment -Twio blocks of wood, V by
2. tv;-:-.:ii:hes ibiaLktA:ard erd5ers may

an,ci stopwatch Mark two
htit,i 30 feet apart. Place the

,if A.'Cd behind one of the lines.
Starting Position Pupil stands behind

o the line opposite the blocks ready to
rJr,
Action- On the signal, "ReadyGo!"
tne pupil runs to the blocks, picks up
cne. returns and places it behind the
3tarting line. (He does not throw or
drop it.) He then runs and picks up
thi second block and carries it back
acres, the 4tarting lihe,
Rules:
1. Ai:ow two trials.
2 Disqualify any trial in which the
blick dropped or thrown.
3. Record toe better of
the two trials in seconds
to the nearest 10th,

t1P'.11.1r, )ti%iP

EquipmentAny level surface and tape

Starting Position Pupil stands with
the feet comfortably apart, with toes
lust behind the takeoff line. Prepara-
t:ry to jumping, pupil should have
khees flexed and should swing the arms
backward and forward in a rhythmical
mr.tirri
Action Jyrnp, swinging arms force-
fully f3rward and upward, taking off
'r'm the bails of the feet.
Rules:

A":144 three trials.
2. Measure fr.-:m the takeoff line to
the heel ahii part .,f bldy that
t-uches the ,L.tfaCe hearest the take-

ft line.
3. Rec.'.rd best of three trials in feet
3,ct inchz; t- the nearest inch.
Note It may be convenient to anchor
the tape measure fo the surface at a

af'2.1e to the takeoff iine and have
the pupil ii,rni; a: ez, tape.
T scorer ,ita,'ds to the
s:de with a stick. touches
the stick to the point
of e the pupi 'ands.
a-J ..:bser.es the mark
t the rare ir1Ch
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Equipment..-Stcpwatch.
Starting Position. -Pupil tans behind
the starting line. The starter takes a
position at the finvsh line with a stop-
watch He akt-i one hand prepa1ka-
tory to the starting
Action When the starter brings his
hand down quickly and hits his thigh,
the pupil leave,' his mark As the pupil
crosses the finish line\ time is noted
and recorded.
Rules:
1. The score is the lapsed time be-
tween tfie starter's signal and the in-
stant the pupil crosses the finish line.
2. Record the time in seconds to the
nearest 10th.

9

1. e)4 DISTANCE

Equipment -- Softball (12-inch), tape
measure, small metal or wooden stakes.
Within the contestants' limitations,
mark lines at 5-yard interva!s parallel
to a restraining line. A football field
marked in comi:ntional fashion makes
an ideal area for the test.
Starting PositionPupil stands several
feet behind the restraining line, ready
to throw.
Action--Moving forward, the pupil
throws the ball overhand, from behind
the restraining line, as far as possible.
Rules;
1. Only an overhand throw may be
used
2. Mark point where ball lands with
one of the stakes.
3. 'Three throws are allowed.
4. Disqualify throw if pupil steps over
r-,,,training line.
S. Measure and record the best of the
threr? throws to the nearest foot.
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or.1 YARD RUN

0 Equipment--Stopwatch, acid running
area with designated starting and fin -
ish lines.

arting PositionPupil stands behind
starting line.
ActionOn the signal, "Ready!Go!"
the pupil starts running the 600-yard
distance (walking only if necessary).
Rules:
1. Walking is permitted, but the ob-
ject is to cover the distance in the
shortest pcssible time.
2. Record the time in minutes and
seconds.
3 Curse should be laid out on level
ground.
Note It is possible to test several
pupils at he same time. Have the
pupils pair off before the start of the
tes.. One of the partners runs, while
the other stands near the timer. The
timer calls out the time continuously,
until the runners have all crossed the
finish line. Each pupil near the timer
listens for, and remembers, his part
ner's time as the latter finishes.

. Presidential Physical Fitness Award

THE PROGRAM

Established in MarCh, 1966, the Presidential Physical Fitness
Award program honors boys and girls who demonstrate excep-
tional physical achievement. It is designed: (1) to motivate
boys and girls to develop and maintain a high level of physical
fitness: (2) to encourage good testing programs in schools and
communities: (3) to stimulate improvement of health and phys-
ical education programs: and (4) to provide additional infor-
mation on the physical condition of America's youth.

The A4'..3d Drogram ';vas conceived by the President's Council
on Physical Fitness and Sports, and program details were de-
veloped jointly by the Council and the American Association
fcr Hozi!th. P'-yS:Ca1 Education, and Recreation. The program
s 3ciri,n:stered by these two organizations.

THE AWARD

w ^^ r Presidential Physical Fitness Award receive
x 1r)) suitable for framing and an emblem de-
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A ,3 lacjackets and blazers. Schools and
.BEST COPY AVAILABLE

!... in the program. must agree to our--3 3!I buvs and gJels qualifying for the Award.
.3,,ked to pay the 50-cent fee charged

1,. i ; tnsyfinancial help be sought from
r DA,. veterans' groups.).. .; i,,,indsonvily printed in gold and blac k

:.;, Pr-: :,.4n3ture. the Presidential seal. and
The recipient's name and the year

srnool or organization prior to presen--t, .-,.;-);.Nr. is three inches in diameter and
.01te, and blue. Qualified students

-.3, otr.3 emblems, if orders are placed through their
. <.) .1s. The emblem be rs a white number

he number-of yep rs the recipient has- ,)-)-!cal Fitness Award.

THE PARTICIPANTS

:' Fitness Award program is open to
re-..tre'at.on departments. Jewish

: have qualified physical
: titness personnel,

THE RECIPIENTS

I' ,,,ho scores at or above the 85th
f. respective age group) on all seven

t... A; ,tr3 Fl.ness Test, is eligible for the
A.

THE TEST

THE PRESENTATION

thn country, the AAHPER
strength. stainz. speed,

t.At items are situps, shuttle
,3rri throN. 60() yard

f;exedarrn hang fcr

honors
..f !.' p.irorts dm.]

l'. for prosentmg
Jtico dopart

:.ill .1r1, pr
, PrE,51-
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BEST rttpy Av quellApplication forms for obtaining e Pres, en is Physic&
Fitness Award can be obtained 'by writing to the President's
Council on Physical Fitness and Sports, Washington, DC 20201.

The following .standards must be achieved in each of the
seven test items to qualify for the Presidential Physical Fitness
ocmard:

BOYS
Age

..t...
:

.,)...
' 3

:5
It)
:7

S tu;

1,-,7

, '.i1)
1-2A:
a N , t

L V

.....

:CPS

6
6
6

a N...

:0
!-)
:1

.

1

Sr:tact
Jump

58"
5'10"
62"
69"
7'3-
7'6"
7'11"
81-

) Yard
Odsh

7.4 sec.
7.4 sec.
7 0 sec.
EV1 sec.
6V3 sec.
6.4 sec.
6.2 sec,
6.1 sec.

600.Yard
Run

2 min. 12 sec.
2 min. 8 sec.
2 min. 2 sec.
1 mil... E3 sec.
: min. 46 sec.
1 min. 40 sec.
1 min. 37 sec.
1 min. 36 sec.

Soft.

Throw

122'
136
1501
1/5'
187
204'
213'
226'

Shuttle
Run

10.4 ..ec.
10.3 sec.
10.0 sec.
9.9 sec.
9.6 sec.
9.4 sec.
9.2 sec.

' 9.1 sec.

GIRLS
.Age

.. J
:

2
3

''',

6
7

r, !.,.;-. e

5( -1

-_,t;

:50
c.,., ,
...

.

',0
i.,C.

::0

F execi

1-1,f,I

21 ,ec.
. ^ r.

;

:8 iJc
. , - .-.

!3 se-.-.
l'i sec.
19 e...:.

Broad
rah,p

5'4"
5'8"
5".)"
5.10"

f,..1..

6"V
62-
6 2"

5C.Yard
Dash

7.5 sec.
7.6 sec.
7.5 sec.
7.5 sec.
7.4 sec
7.5 sec.
7.5 sec.
7.5 sec.

Soft.
600:Yarcf ball

Run Throw

2 min. 20 sec. 71'
2 min. 24 sec. 81'
2 :rim. 24 sec. 90'
2 min. 25 sec. 94' '
2 min. 22 c,ec. 100'
2 min. 23 sec. 105'
2 min. 23 sec. -104'
2 mm. 27 sec. 102'

Shuttle
Run

10.8 sec.
10.6 sec.
10.5 sec.
10.5 sec.
10.4 sec.
10.5 sec.
10.4 sec.
10.4 sec.

a

Instructor's Award

A ne.v instructor's emblem is avai'able to teachers and other
instructors Aho qualify young people for the Presidential Award.
The prnhiern is four inches in diameter, embroidered in gold,
rod. white And blue. To order, use the Official Application form

from the President's Council on Physical Fitness and
Sports.

National Varsity Club Sport Award

The Natic.nal Varsity Club Sport Award has been developed
by the NVC in cooperation with the President's Council on

Fitrf--,c, and Sports. and the National Council of School
and Stt:"Ynt Attitude. The standards of 'performance are de-

.1:3,zirf: regularity of participation to increase strength,
a4ility and appearance.

a.'irci rrry,si:nted in the form of a certificate suitable
tr,r" 1-?V:rc' Iti rIC charge and it is available from the
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Council upon receipt of a completed log book forwarded by the
school coach or physical education teacher. The qualifying
standards/for boys and girls are listed below. Log books may
be obtained by writing to the Council.

QUALIFYING STANDARDS

Master. of Sport Award
Earn at least 3 varsity letters in your school's
athletic program

Competitive Team Award
Make any varsity team in your school and/or
win a varsity letter

Outstanding performance Award
Reach one or more of the yearly performance
le.,els in the Weight Training or Run For Fun
program.

Run For Fun Miles Riin
1. Acceptable Level 365 Miles
2. Average level 505 Miles
3. Master Level 730 Miles
4. Champion Level 1095 Miles
Weight Training Total Number

Workouts
1. Acceptable level 52
2. Master Level 104
3. Champion Level 156

School Demonstration Centers

a

Each State has been allotted a specific number of schools
that it can select to serve as demonstration centers for the
President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports. These
schools represent the highest quality of physical education pro-
grams of the State. The criteria for the selection of these cen-
ters is developed by the State Department, of Public Instruc-
tion and approved by the.Council. Each school that is selected
receives a certificate and pennant from the Council and a
White House letter of congrutulationsi from the Consultant to
the Fresident on Physical Fitness and Sports.

Schools that serve as a demonstration center for a period
of three consecutive years are eligible to receive honor roll
status. The demonstration centers are carried on a national
directory in Council headquarters and used for referral to anyone
wishing to know where outstanding programs of physical edu-
cation may be observed.

For information on applying as a demonstration center school
for your State, contact the State Director for Physical Edu-
cation at your State Department of Pubic Instructiqn.
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Part II Advanced SChool Program

Part I of is book concerned itself with program recom-.
mendations for a basic school program. This section, Part II,
will describe program ideas that have been developed by master
teachers of physical education in schools that have had a tra-
dition of reaching the fitness objective of physical education.

Many of the activities will nat be covered in great depth
simply because the book would then become unmanageable.
If additional information or material is sought, contact the
President's Cooileil on Physical Fitness and Sports.

The following activities are for use by the instructor who
watits to go beyond tie basic program. Some of the sugges-
tions are, perhaps, more suited for boys instead of girls, or
vice versa. This choice is left to the instructor and tfie stu-
dents. In either ca. they are designed to get more fitness
producing activity ..o the regular physical education class
period,

Continuous Rhythmical Activities

Many' students enjoy doing exercise to music. The added
rhythm helps to develop flowing body movements, a
sense of timing, precise body control and high levels of phys-
ical fitness,

Exercises done to music should stress flexibility, strength,
endurance, balance and coordination. A routine .should. be
designed to provide enough stress and overload to buiid mus-
cular strength and endurance in all body parts as well as im-
prove' circulatory efficiency.

The use of apparatus such as balls, hoops, ropes and weights
can be used to advantage with music. In addition, walking or
easy jogging between routines provides for the type of con-
tinuous rthythmical movement that can serve as a cool-down
at the end of an exercise session.

Agility Drills

Agility, or response, drills have been used successfully in
athletic programs to develop quickness, mental concentration
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and physical fitness. The drill tnat

PEST
was designed for use

in the daily physical education class to insure that the fitness
objective of physical education is reached during each period.
The drill can be repeated as many times as is within good
training principles and the number of pushups or length of
running time increased accordingly.

Starting Position: Class formation, "ready" position.

Whistle =1 Run in place 1/2 speed with high knee ac-
tion for 5 seconds. Require correct run -
ring form

= 2 Move to the push-up, or squat thrust posi-
tion ending up in the front leaning rest po-
sition on a count of 1-2. Count of 1 is the
squat position, count of 2 is the thrust
position which ends up in the push-up po-
sition with arms locked, head-up, back
straight. Require loud sharp count.

3 -.Class executes 1 push-up on a count of 1-2.
Count 1 is the down position and count 2
is the up position. Require a loud sharp
count on each movement.

=4 Class recovers to a running position on a
count of 1-2. Moving from the thrust posi-
tion back to the squat position on the count
of 1 and then recovering to running position
on a count of 2. Run in place 5 seconds.

:1-5 Repeat procedure outlined in 2 above. Move
from running position to push-up position.

Mh Repeat procedures outlined in 3 above. Exe-
cute push-up.

7 Repeat procedure outlined in 4 above. Re-
cover from push-up position to run in place
position. Run in place 5 seconds. Require
correct running form.

R Move from running position to a sitting po-
sition on a count of 1. Hands are on floor
behind h;ps with fingers pointing to the rear.

-1 Move from the sitting position by rotating
on the heft hand, ending up facing in the
opposite direction in the front leaning rest
position or push-up position with arms
!nc..ked, head up, body raised. The rotation
:-Kcomplished with a growl or yell thus
pypiring most of the air in the lungs.
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..-i-10--Repeat procedure outlined in 3 above. Exe-

cute push-up on a count of 1.2.
=11Repeat procedure outlined in 4 above. Re-

cover to a running position on a count of
1-2. 5 seconds. Require correct running
form.

=12.Repeat procedure outlined in 2 above. Re-/ cover to a running position to push-up po-
sition on a count of 1-2.

=13Repeat procedure outlined in 3 above. Exe-
cute push-up on a count of 1-2.

=14Repeat procedure outlined in 4 above. Re-
cover to a running position on a count of
1 -2, 5 seconds. Require ,correct running
form.

15--Repeat proce4re outlined in 3 above. Exe-
cute push-up o count of 1-2.

=16Repeat procedur4., outlined in 4 above. Re-
cover to a running position on count of 1-2.
5 seconds. Require correct running form.

17 -- Repeat procedure outlined in 8 above. Move
from running position to sitting position.

=18.Repeat procedure outlined in 9 above. Ro-
tate from sitting position on left hand to the
push-up position facing in the original di-
rection at the start of the drill.

.=19. -Repeat procedure outlined in 3 above. Exe-
cute push-up on count of 1-2.

=20 - Repeat procedure outlined in 4 above. Re-
cover from push-up position to running po-
sition on a count of 1-2. 5 seconds run-
ning. Require correction running form.

=21 Series of short whistles to conclude 1st
round of Agility Drill.
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Weight Training

Weight training is a systematic seriggrata" lItlncelelexercises
designeddesigned to promote physical development and conditioning or
to rehabilitate persons who have suffered -injury or illness. tt
is now almost universally, accepted as an effective, efficient
means of developing strength, power, endurance and flexibility.

Strength is the ability to exert force or overcome resistance
and is an important component in sports performance and
many :forms of physical work.

Power as used here. refers to a combination of strength and
speed. It is the ability to apply strength in an "explosive" moVe-
meit.

MuScular endurance is the ability of the muscles to continue
to contract to do work- -over long periods.

,Weight training-, when performed properly, may contribute to
flexibility. the ability of the joints to move through a full range
of rnolon. flexibility is enhanced when opposing muscles are
in balance and the muscles and connective tissue are of proper
length and elasticity.

Training with weights,' under certain conditions, may also
contribute to another major component of physical fitness.
circulatory endurance, the efficiency of the cardiovascular and
respiratory systems. Such conditions require that the exercises
be done rhythmically and consecutively with only short rests
(30 secs. or less) in between exercise bouts.

Because of its effectiveness and the fact that rather precise
routines of progressively increased resistance can be set up,
the use of iveight training is increasing rapidly in: (1) athletic
conditioning and skill training: (2) school and college physical
education for girls as as boys; 3) fitness programs of public
and voluntary recreation agencies; (4) rehabilitation work of
rredCal and ancillary units; and (5) individual conditioning
regimens.

c,A well- chosen sequence of weight exercises, pursued regu-lar:if over a period time. can bring about significant improve-rr:,, f.tness components mentioned above. Physical
condit.oq. posture, and appearance can be improved, body
rrea,urerrentq reapportioned and sagging body contours firmed
up. We,gtlt training is particularly worthwhile in helping the
Dt'yil'73i1"/ underdeveloped persons because the regimen and
go- ti f- 3n no adapted to individual needs and capv.;ties.

.. and smallest student can be challenged to
,.rprove. Pni;ress is obvious in a relatively short time and is-.i fur; ier effort.

InTertart ps,crloWlcal benefits in poise, self-discipline,
ar,d i-filfirosilization are often derived.
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Significant improvement in sports performance can be ob-
tained through selected exercises as well as through those that
build overall strength. flexibility, power and endurance.

Although most existing weight-training programs are for men
and boys. women and girls can benefit too. Progressive resist-
ance exercises can be easily adapted to each ,girl's capacity,
ability and needs. Most American girls lack adequate strength
in arms, shoulders and trunk, and could profit from a develop=
mental routine. Consider, for example, the fact that the age at
marridge is earlier in general now than in the past. Many
iioung ladies will be raising families while still in the teens and
early twenties. An infant at birth weighs seven or eight pounds,
and grows rapidly to 20 pounds within the first year, and in
many cases reaching 25-30 pounds before it begins to walk.
The young mother who lifts the child 100 or more times a day,
in addition to all of life's other demands, requires considerable
physical reserves!

The fear that weight exercises will develop bulky, mannish,
overly-muscled women is not well founded. In fact, the opposite
- a trim, firm, well-contoured figure is usually found among
women who undertake regular exercise of this kind.

The difference between weight training for girls and boys is
the goal sought, the social setting, and the amount of weight
used.

A training program consists of sev4ral exercises (called lifts) e

with barbells or dumbbells. Each time the weight is lifted in
the exercise is called a repetition. Thus 1OR stands for 10
repetitions.

The performance of an exercise a certain desired number
of times is called a set. Thus, if an exercise is performed three
times for, let us say. 10R, 8R, and 6R, three sets have been
carried out, The selection of exercise routines, the amout of
weight used. the number of repetitions and sets performed are
adjusted to the individual according to his capacities and oo-
jectives.

Most school physical education programs can only hope to
introduce students to the proper techniques of weight training,
!ncluding the philosophy of the use of antagonistic muscle
groups to build greater strength and flexibility and avoid pos-
tural problems and loss of range of motion. Real strength
improvement or improvement of physical appearance can best
be achieved through a special weight training program that
meets a minimum of three days per week for a time period of
approximately 11.2 hours.

A few of the more common lifts are described below: If addi-
t,onal information is desired, contact the Council.
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1. MILITARY PRESS
SHOULDER GIRDLE)

Starting PositionStand erect. with
feet comfortably spaced apart. Grasp
with overhand grip and raise to upper
chest,
Action:
Count 1Press bar upward overhead,
until elbows are fully extended.
Count 2Lower bar to chest position.
Exhale when raising weight and inhale
when lowerir.g it. This exercise may
also be preformed from a sitting posi-
tion.

EST COPY AVAILABLE

2. UPRIGHT ROWING
(SHOULDER GIRDLEUPPER BACK)

Starting PositionStand erect with
feet spread comfortably apart. Hold
bar in front of thighs with overhand
grip, hands approximately six inches
apart.
Action:
Count 1Pull bar up to chin, keeping
elbows higher than bar.
Count 2Lower bar to starting posi-
tion.
Only shoulders and arms should move
during this exercise. Exhale when rais-
ing the weight, inhale when lowering
it.
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3. BENT OVER ROWS (TATS)

Starting PositonStand in a bent over
position, back flat and slightly above
a parallel position with the floor. Feet
spread shoulder width, knees bent com-.
fortably. Grasp barbell with an over-
hand grip. Hands should be slightly
wider than shoulder width. Keep but-
tocks lower than the shoulders.
Action:
Count 1Pull bar from floor to the
chest (sternum area).
Count 2Lower bar to starting posi-
tion (completely extend elbows).
Exhale 'when lifting from floor. Inhale
when lowering. Do not raise and lower
kipper body.

4. BENCH PRESS (CHEST)

Starting Posilton Lie flat on back with
feet on floor astride pencil. 'Using
overhand grip grasp bar ,wider than
shoulder-width apart with arms ex-
tended.
Action:
Count 1Lower bar to chest.
Count 2Press bar back up to start-
ing position.
Inhale when lowering and exhale while
pressing the weight. Spotters should
assist in getting weight into position
to start and in taking weight after
exercise is completed.
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5 IALF SQUATS
.LEG EXTENSORS. BUTTOCKS)

Starting PositiOnStand erect . with
feet spread comfortably apart and
astride a stool or bench 18" high. Rest

\barbell across shoulders behind neck,
hands grasping bar with overhand grip.
Action:
Count 1--Lower body until leg is bent
at approximately a right angle or until
buttocks touches bench.
Count 2Strengthen legs to standing
position.
Inhale while squatting, exh-.le while
standing. \Spotters should assist in
.placing anck removing the weight from
the peiforrrier's shoulder.

BEST COPY Trawling
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6. CURLS (BICEPS)

Starting PositionStand erect, feet
spaced comfortably apart, knees slightly
flexed. Hold bar in front of thighs
with underhand grip shoulderwidth
apart, arms straight.
Action:
Count 1Flex elbows fully, lifting the
bar upward toward chest. Keep elbows
close to sides and avoid raising shoul
ders. Do not lean backward or "bounce"
the bar with a leg motion.
Count 2Return to starting position.
Exhale whi;e raise ig the bar, inhale
while lowering it.
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7. BARBELL TRICEP EXERCISE
(TRICEPS)

Starting PositionStand erect, feet
comfortably spaced apart for balance.
Grasp bar' approximately two 'inches
apart using a ovepland grip. Bring bar
to full arm extension above head.
Action:
Count 1Lower barbell behind head,
keeping elbows stationary.
Count 2Return to starting position.

BED coin mmusE

ept
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8. SIDE BENDS
(LATER TRUNK-OBLIQUES)

Starti-qg PositionStand erect, feet
spaced slightly apart, arms at sides,
each hand holding a dumbbell,
Action:
Count 1Bend torso to the right as
far as possible, keeping dumbbel:s close
to body. Do not lean forward or back-
ward, keep both feet on ground.
Count 2Return to starting position.
Count 3Bend torso to left as in count
1.

Count 4Rciurn to starting position.
Exhale while bending to the side. In-
hale while returning to the upright po-
sition.
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9. ARDOMIN CURLS
(ABDOMI ALS)

Starting PosItion Lie on back, knees
flexed. feet abdut twelve inches apart.
A partner holds the performer's ankles
to keep feet on floor.
Action:

, Count 1 Curl up to a sitting position,
Carrying through far enough to touch
elbows to knees.
Count 2--Curl down to
starting position.
Exhale while curling up,
inhale while curling down.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

10. HEEL RAISER (CALVES)

Starting PositionStand erect, barbell
held across shoulders behind head,
feet spread shoulder-width apart, toes
resting on edge of 2' x 4' board.
Action:
Count 1Raise heels off floor by stand-
ing on toes and balls of feet on
2' x 4' board.
Count 2Return to starting position.
Spotters should assist in getting bar-
bell in start position, balance and re-
moval of bar at. completion of exercise.
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Aqua-Dynamic Conditioning BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Swimming is recognized as one of America's most popular
active sports. It also one of the best physical activities for
people of all ages and for many persons who are handicapped.,
Vigorous water activities can make a major contribution to the
flexibility, strength, and circulatory endurance of individuals.
With the body submerged in water, blood circulation auto-
matically increases to some extent, promoting deeper ventila-
tion of the lungs and increased heart rate.

Physical education swimming classes provide a unique op-
portunity to teach young people how to .:se the medium of
water to improve and maintain physical ,fitness. Historically,
swimming classes have taught people how to swim safely and
with good skill.. Now, through techniques developed by aquatic
leaders, water exercises can be taughl that make a major con-
tripution to physical fitness, can be done throughout life and
require only a minimum amount of water area.

This new approach called "Aqua-Dynamic Conditioning"
and consists of a sequence of exercises performed in water
approximately shoulder-deep. The exercises are presented in
a way that provides for a "c ge of pace." That is, a stressing
and easing-off of strenuous t.xercises to less vigorous -.ones to
allow for recovery periods'to reduce physical discomfort. Fol-
lowing a period of warm-up activities out of the water, a series
of exercises lasting from 15 minutes to 60 minutes, depending
upon the degree of difficulty selected, are performed in the
pool. It-re following sample workouts indicate how various water
exercises are combined in aqua-dynamic conditioning. Descrip-
tions for all th3se exercises can be
obtained by writing to the
President's Council on
Physical Fitness and Sports.
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Very Low Gear 15 minutes

Side Straddle Hop
Standing Crawl
Walking Twists
Toe Bounce
Flat Back
Pull and Stretch
Leg out
Front Flutter
Back Flutter
Alternate Leg Rearward Bobbing
Leg Swing Outward
Bounding in place with Arm Stretch
Elementary Treading
Lap SwimmingInterval

BEST COPY FI/1111 ABLE

15 seconds
30 seconds
15 seconds
15 seconds
15 seconds
30 seconds
30 seconds
30 seconds
30 seconds
60 seconds
30 seconds
30 seconds
30 seconds

9 minutes

Low Gear

Stride Hop
.Standing Crawl
Front Flutter
Back Flutter
Front Flutter
Pull and Stretch
Leg Swing Outward
Advanced Bobbing
Left Knee Up, Back
Right Knee Up, Back
Alternate Leg Rearward
Knees Up, Back
Alternate Leg Sideward
Bounding in Place with
Knees Up, Front
Advanced Bobbing
Knees Up Left
Knees Up Right
Advanced Bobbing
Reverse Sides Extension
Lap SwimmingInterval

20 minutes

Mtddle Gear

15 seconds
30 seconds

1 minute
1 minute
1 minute

30 seconds
1 minute
1 minute

30 seconds
30 seconds

Bobbing 30 seconds
30 seconds'

Bobbing 30 seconds
Arm Stretch 45 seconds

30 seconds
1 minute

30 seconds
30 seconds

1 minute
30 seconds

61/2 minutes

30 minutes
Front Flutter
Back Flutter
Front Flutter
Alternate Leg Rearward Bobbing
Knees Up, Front

2 minutes
2 minutes
1 minute
1 minute
1 minute
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Knees Up, Back
BEST COPY !I'm!! IKE

Alternate Leg Sideward Bobbing
Front and Back Extensions
High Bobbing
Reverse Sides Extension
Progressive Bobbing
Rub-A-Dub-Dub
Left Leg Raiser
Right Leg Raiser
Alternate Leg Raisers
High Bobbing
Lap SwimmingInterval

9

1 minute
1 minute
1 minute
3 minutes
1 minute
2 minutes
2 minutes

15 seconds
15 seconds
30 seconds

1 minute
10 minutes

High Gear 60 minutes

Front Flutter. 3 minutes
Back Flutter 3 minutes;

-Advanced Bobbing 3 minutes,
Left Knee Up, Back 1 minute
Right Knee Up, Back 1 minute
Knees Up, Back 1 minute
High Bobbing 3 minutes
Knees Up. Front 1 minute
Alternate Leg Rearward Bobbing 2 minutes
Front and Back Extensions 2 minutes
Alternate Leg Sideward Bobbing 2 minutes
Reverse Sides Extensions 2 minutes
Bounding in Place with Arm Stretch 3 -inutes
Progressive Alternate Leg Forward Bobbing 3 .mutes
Rub-A-Dub-Dub 3 minutes
Left Leg Raiser 30 seconds
Right Leg Raiser 30 seconds
Power Bobbing 1 minute
Alternate Leg Raiser 30 seconds
Bounding in Place with Arm Stretch 3 minutes
Toe Bounce 90 seconds
Leg Swing Outward 2 minutes
Lap SwimmingInterval Remainder

Interval Training

During the past decade, interval training has become one of
the most common methods of cor.,..tioning for competition in
events requiring physical endurance. It has been used by
almost all distance runners during the past 10 years including
such great athletes as Roger Bannister, John Landy, Herb
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Elliott. Lasso. Viren, Frank Shorter, Dave Won le and Jim Ryan.
The interval training approach is used universally for the train-
ing of s'...-immers,cyclistF.: and rowers as well as members of
soccer. hockey and basketball teams during pre-season con-
ditioning programs. Many coaches have contributed much of
the trierneni..lous improvement in the performance of endurance
events in track and field and swimming to the increased use

.
of inter I training by athletes of both sexes and all ages and

,.. ,aunitips.
Regardless of the type of physical activity used (running,

swimming. cycling,' bench stepping, etc.), interval training is
simply repeated periods of physical stress interspersed with
recovery periods during which activity of a reduced 'intensity
or rest is performed. During the recovery periods, the indi-
vidual usualh keeps moving and does not completely recover
before the next exercise interval. If running is the activity to
be used, then the individual runs a specified distance at a pre-

.. de..ern;ined pace and then jogs or walks for a specifieddistanoe
or time. This procedure is then repeated a certain number of
times depending on the ability of the individual and the time
available. The primary advantage of interval training over other
forms of endurance conditioning is .that with the interval ap-
proach a greater amount of work can be performed in. a shorter

R' period of time.
By alternating periods of vigorous physical activity with pe-

riods of light activity or recovery, a wide variety of training
programs can be designed to meet the needs, ability and in-
terests of theindiviciiial and to fit within the available time and
faci!i!:es. The total amount of exercise or work performed by
an individual during interval training can be varied in several
,va)s. They include variations in the (1) speed or intensity of
t?' of.for... (...? duration or distance of the effort, (3, the number
of times the effort is rep6ted, (4) the length of the. recovery
pc,r.-:1 and (5' tne nature of the activity during the recovery
per od.

Because ct the ability to vary each of these components
separately- or to,:,ether, the interval approach to training offers
',h., ro-,,,n,:i!.,, at unlimited variety and flexibility. Therefore.
it can be used to fit into a nhysical education class schedule.

In order to facilitate the application of interval training
m,-,tbods :n r_lic.,31 education programs, a program has been
developed haic:d upon 600 'yard run-walk times. The approach
pro,u,r.trd .;,:ri!,

.3 Si:71,711 one frettlCd of initiating an interval
tr.3r nL-: prc;.ran, :n ,) piritucal education class where time is
lir,,:te,-; and ro':It.,.,1,- !1r<-,e numbers of students have to be
hand't.d. it i, ,--:.. !nt,nded :is a training program fcr corn-
petit,,,e cs...r;: '-,,--s r ,tr' td' ::::'' tile i;eneral training principles
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are the same. BEST COPY AVAILABLE
In order to use this i`rogram, the students first have to per-

form a 600-yard run-walk: The results of this test is used to
group the students into various performance categories and- can be used as a baseline evaluation for determining the suc-

. cess of the progra'm if the test is repeated following the train-
ing. Once the test has been admini ,?,red, the students are
grouped according to the performanct. time listed in the left
band column of the following chart.

Run time fpr four distances from 110 to 440 yards are given
for each performance category. One of these distances is se-
lected and the individual runs that distance in the time listed.
The number of times these runs are repeated (repetitions) and
the duration of recovery interval between each run is given at
the bottom of the chart under "Training Programs." The dis-
tance run can be interchanged from training session to training
session but it is recommended that students perform the 220-

. yard or 352-yard program for the first few training, sessions,
(i.e... an individual who has a 600-yard run-walk time between
?115 and 2:29 would be placed in performance category .1.75.
If 220 yards were selected as. -the training distance, -then his
training program would consist of running 220 yards 6 to 8
times at 43.45 seconds with a one minute jogging recovery
interval between each run).

As the students are retested on the 600-yard run-walk, im-
proved times will result in placement in higher performance
categories which require more strenuous training sessions.

The average i.ime for performing any of the beginning pro-
gram is from 12 to 16 minutes, depending on the distance
selected. During this reasonably short period of time, a sub-
stantial increase in endurance capacity can be achieved if these
prograrns are used on a regular basis for 8 ,weeks or more. ,

Jogging

The National Adult Physical Fitness Sur. :y showed' that 6.5
million adult Americans jog for exercise. Its popularity has
been heightened by medical claims of the benefits derived from
regular participation in this activity.' Regular jogging is credited
with promoting a "training effect" which conditions the heart
to do more work with less effort; increases the efficiency of
the respiratory system by strengtheninglthe muscles that assist
breathing: increases blood volume in the t;-)cly thereby in-
creasing the oxygen carrying capacity of the circulatory system;
promotes blood vessel flexibility; aids the digestive system;
and helps to maintain proper body weight through the high
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4VAIIMILEINTERVAL RUNNING PACE CHART

Based on 600;yard Run-Walk Time

,INTERVAL RUNNING' PACE CHART
Aased on 600-yard sunWalk Time

Performance group-.
rigs for 600.yard

run-Aalk time
toin:Sec

Interval run time (seconds) for different distances
110 Yards 220 Yards 352 Yards 440 Yards

1 1:15 1.29 14-15 30-32 51-55 65-692 1:30-1:44 15-16 33-35 56-59 70-743 1.45 1.59 16-17 36-39 60-63 75-794. 2 00. 2:14 17-18 40-42 64-67 80-845 2.15-2.29 18-19 43-45 68-71 85-896 2.10.2:44 19-20 46-49 72-75 90-947 2.45 2:59 20-21 50-52 76-79 95-998 300 3.14 21-22 53-55 80-83 100-1049 3 15 .3:29 22-23 56-59 84-87 105-1093 30 3 44 23-24 60-62 88-91 110-1143 45 3.59 24-25 63-65 92-95 115-11912. 4.00 - 25 ,-. 66+ 96+ 120+
Training Programs

110 Yards! S. 12 rep't tions, with 45 seconds jogging recovery in.
4e:of between each.

222. ,.iros From 6 to S repetitions, with 1 minute jogging recovery
interval between each.
Fr.r.,rn 4 to 6 repetitions, with 1 minute and 30 seconds
iJgging recovery intervzi between each.

st'arl From 3 to 5 repetitions, with 2 minutes' jogging recovery
inti.rval between each.

:,1 t>,p(!nc;ture. reasonable to assume' that the num-
ber of adult joggers, will increase if this activity is properly
taught and encouraged through school physical education pro-
i:rarns. Oh-ft:fen should be taught how to jog as well as under-
st.and trP benefits that result from regular jogging. It is recom-
rnt,r.d#,(I !-.at motivational programs such as the National Varsity

S;.:-ort Ahard be utilized to provide added incentive for
programs.

in .1 1 ;! t >C to the physiological effects of training noted
c.noufa be given the following information as

F,; .`P' 1Cr 0161 personal jogging programs.

JOGGING GUIDELINES

How to Jog

P . n 3r position, avoiding the tendency to lean.
: : as you can and still remain comfortable,

: : c.)rl't look at your feet.
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Had arms slightly away from body, with elbows ent so that

forearms are approximately parallel to the ground. Occasionally
shaking and relaxing the arms and shoUlders will help reduce
the tightness that sometimes develops while jogging. Periodi-
cally taking several deep breaths and blowing them out com-
pletely also will help you to relax.

It is best to land on the heel of the foot and rock forward
so that you drive off the ball of the foot for your next step.
If this proves difficult. try a more flat-footed style..Jogging only
on the balls of the feet, as in sprinting, will produce severe
leg. soreness.

Keep steps short, letting foot strike the ground. beneath the
knee instead of reaching to the front. Length of stride should
vary with your rate of speed.

Breathe deeply, with mouth open. Do not hold breath.
If for any reason you become unusually tired or uncomfort-

able, slow doWn, walk, or stop.

What to Wear

Select loose, comfortable clothes. Dress 'for warmth in the
winter, for coolness in the summer. Avoid clothing which re-
stricts freedom of movement or impedes the return of the blood
from the extremities. "dogging suits" or "warmups" are not
necessary, but they are extremely practical and comfortable,
and they car help create a feeling of commitment to jogging.

Do not wear rubberized or plastic clothing. Increased sweat-
ing will not prpduce permanent weight loss, and such clothing
can cause body temperature to rise to dangerous levels. It
interferes with evaporation of sweat, which is the body's chief
temperature control mechanism during exercise. If sweat cannot
evaporate, heat stroke or heat exhaustion may result.

Properly-fitting shoes with firm soles, good arch supports
and pliable tops are essential. Shoes made especially for dis-
tance running or walking are recommended. Ripple or crepe
soles are excellent for running on hard surfaces. Beginners
should avoid inexpensive, thin-soled sneakers. Wear clean,
soft. heavy, well-fitting socks. Beginners may want to wear
thin socks under the heavier pair.

Where to Jog 041

If possible. al,oid hard surfaces such as concrete and asphalt
for the first few weeks. Running tracks (located at most high
schco's). grass playing fields, parks and golf courses are rec-
ommended. In inclement weather, jog in -church, school or
YMCA gymnasium>: in protected areas around shopping centers;
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or in your garage Or basement. Varying locations and routes
WiH add interest to your program.

When,. to Jog ti

-The tiriiie of day is not important, although it is 'best not to
_jog during the first half hour after eating, or -during the middle
of a hot, humid day. The important thing is to commit yourself
to a regular schedule: Studies show that people who jog early
in the manning tend to be more faithful than those who run
in the evenings. Persons who jog with family members or friends
also tend' to adhere to their schedules better. However, com-
panionship- not competitionshould be your goal when jogging
with someone else.

Illness or Injuries

Take care to prevent blisters, sore muscles and aching joints.
If you develop an, illness, ask your physician or school physical
educaticn teacher about the advisability of continuing to jog.
Any persistent pain or soreness also should be reported.

For school physical education classes the following sample
training schedules are recommended:

GIRLS TWELVE WEEK JOGGING SCHEDULE

Distance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

440 Yads XX XX X X
660 Y, 3rd XxX XX XX X X X X

880 Y.)rd3 X XX X XX X X X X X\, X X

"n a'd s XX X XX X X XX X X X

1320 Yards X X XX X X X X X

1 XX X X X X

X X X

BOYS TWELVE WEEK JOGGING SCHEDULE

0,-,t in( 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

XX XX X X

1 XXX XX XX X X X X

:3:- Y.1*:!, X XX X XX X X X X X X X

1 tiA '0 XX X XX X X X X X X
V '^ X X XX X XX X X .014r

XX X X X' X

X X X
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The ability range in most physical education classes will
range from gifted to low,,motor ability students. In this type
of heterogeneous class t5rganization, it is difficult for the in-
struc'or to acciprately4. group the students by ability for class
oindividual instruction unless some ,type of objective evaluation
is made. The value of an objective test lies in the fairness
affords 'o all students. When only subjective evaluations are
used. the opportunity for student self-evajuation is eliminated.
In many instances the student may then feel short-changed in
that he has to compete with instructor opinion rathe n his
own performance..

The following test batteries have been developed to desi
rate various color groups or teams. As the students reach the
standards established for the various, teams, they receive a
color designation from their instructor. StUdents are encour-
aged to attain higher team status during regular class testing
periods and at other times outside class that is convenienr-to
bc'h 'he student and the physical education staff.

TEST STANDARDS'

T 4 T.

v14,

()*. !rr
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The color teams,. once designated, can be used for sports
skill instruction, team play, leadership training, or any other
number of purposes. Schools are encouraged to develop their
own standards of performanceto establish school tradition,
records, etc. The clatsificatior sianaards given here ate merely
samples of what has been done.

Posture

Good; posture is important for proper functioning of the body,
and contributes to good appearance. Proper alignment of the
body parts promotes efficiency of movement and endurance.
The person who has good posture and. who moves gracefully
projects poise, confidence, and dignity.

From a mechanical standpoint, in good posture the bones and
joints are in position to take the stress of weight and movement,
and the musculature is firmly balanced to'hold the body .organs
in place. In poor posture the bones are out of line and the
muscles and"ligaments take more strain than nature intended.
Eaesides being unattractive, faulty posture may cause fatigue,.
muscular strain. and, in later stages, pain. In some cases, poor
posture affects the position and functioning of vital 'organs,
particularly those of the abdominal region.

Muscular strength is essential to good posture, and it is im-
portant that such strength be well-balanced. Developing strength
:n certain muscles, without also strengthening the opposite
muscles, will tend to distort alignment rather than promote good
posture.

Flexibility depends on free joint motion and muscle length.
Children tend to be very flexible, and it is natural that they lose
some of this flexibility along with developing more strength as
they grow older. If is not advantageous for the average young
person or adult to have excessive flexibility.

To strengthen muscles, the muscle must contract. In so
doing. they move the bones to which they attach closer together.
For muscles to lengthen. they must relax, allowing the bones
to which they attach to move away from each othr..

White it is important to be able to shorten onto stretch muscles
through a good range of motion, it is also very important that
they not "remain in shortened or stretched position continuously
fo! long periods of time.

Basic to an understanding of muscular balance is the fact
that muscles which remain in a somewhat stretched position
tend to weaken. while those that remain in a somewhat shortened
position tend to become tight and stronger than their opponents.
Even if muscles are only slightly stretched or shortened, mus-
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cular balance can be upset if they remain in this position con-
tinuously, or for long periods of time.

Habitual faulty posture means being in a position of poor
alignment continuously, or at least most of the time. The result.; of an habitual faulty position is that an adaptive stretching
or'sfitirtening of muscles takes place. These changes can be
overcome by properly directed exercise and by practicing good
posture.

Webster says "practice is the active doing of something in
a systematic. way," and that is exactly .what is needed to restore
good alignment.

It is important that postural exercises be done slowly and
held for severat)seconds. They are designed not only to strengthen
certain muscle groups, but also to help develop the "feel" of
good posture. When this "feel" has been mastered, it should
be practiced often until it becomes a habit.

Along with exercises to strengthen some muscle' groups, itis important to omittemporarilycertain exercises. which
would tend to increase the faulty alignriient. After the weak
muscles have been strengthened and have enough endurance
to help maintain good position, the exercises that have been
temporarily omitted may be resumed but should not be doneto excess.

In the selection of all exercises and activities care should
be taken to' maintain a balance in strength of all muscle groups
so as to keep the body in good alignment.
' The school's responsibility for promoting good posture istwofold:

Inspection.
Instruction.

The inspection of pupils' posture should be included rou-
tine'y in the health apraisal. Children should be checked indi-
vidually while wearing suitable attireshorts for boys and shorts
and halters for girls. Co-operation of school and parents is im-
portant to thorough posture inspection.

The school and the teacheralso should be concerned
with instruction of pupils in the elements of good posture. If
children are taught to maintain correct alignment at an early
age. it is possible to avoid many of the faults, and their resultant
problems, that tend to occur as children grow older.

Most school-age children are capable of assuming good pos-
ture. Whether they maintain it most of the time depends on
motivation, proper muscular balance, and the development of
good posture habits. Motivation must be accompanied by guid-
ance in the right direction. Overzealous or misdirected effort
on the part of the teacher or the subject may result in exagger-
ated posture or negative attitudes.
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Know the reasons for good posture and be able to de-

scribe the elements of good posture in simple terms.
Set an example by practicing good posture.
Learn to recognize the common faulty postural tendencied.
Avoid exaggeration of postural positions that cause dig-

tortion of good alignment.
Recognize the faCt that posture is flexible. While it is de-

sirable to maintain a good position of the body most of the
time, it is not harmful t

p\t
assume relaxed positions at times.

FRONT VIEW

Good Posture

. Head is held erect, not turned or tilted to one side.
Shoulders are level.
Arms hang easily at the sides with the palms of the hands

toward the .body.
Hips arelevel, with the weight of the body borne equally by

both legs.
Kneecaps face straight ahead.
Feet point straight ahead or toe out slightly, In other words,

they,may be parallel, or the feet may be about 1 inch further
apart in front than at the heels.

The weight of the body is carried toward the outer sides of
the feet, and evenly balanced between the heel and the forefoot.

Good posture must be built from the feet up. If the feet and
knees are in good position, there is a better chance that the
rest of the body will tine up properly.

BACK VIEW

Goat. Posture

Head is straight, not turned or tilted to one side.
Shoulders are level.
Shoulder blades are fiat against upper back, not protruding

or winged, not far apart or squeezed close together, and not
hiked upward.

Arms hang easily at sides, palms of hands toward body.
Spine is straight.
Hips are level, weight even on both legs.
Legs are straight.
Heel cords are straight.
Stability of thn hips from side to side requires good strength

of the mtAcIPs over the outside of the hips. These muscles
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are strengthened by leg-raising sideways from lying or standing
positions.
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BESTSIDE VIEW

Good Posture

Head is erect and back, chin above the notch between the
collar bones, with a slight forward curve in neck.

Shoulders are in line with the ear.
Arm hangs easily at the side.
Upper back is erect. 0.0"'"
Chest is held moderately elevated by holding the upper back

erect.
Abdominal wall is flat.
The low back is held in good position (curved slightly for-

ward).
Hips are midway between forward and backward tilt.,
Knees are straight but "easy." not bent, pushed back, or stiff.
Feet are pointed straight ahead or toe-out slightly. Weight is

carried over the arch, evenly balanced between the heel and
forefoot.

POSTURE IN SITTING

To sit erect, but also be at ease, the type and size of the
Chair -must be suited to the individual. A person can rest back
against a straight-back chair and ja-§ in good posture.

Sitting "slumped" puts astraint on many parts of the body,
especially the back. (Besides, it puts a strain on the people
who have to look at you!)

Sitting up too straight, arches the low back too much. A
person cannot sit at ease in this position.

Let your posture in sitting be graceful, never disgraceful!
Sit with knees together and feet flat on the floor, or with feet

crossed, or at times with knees crossed. If the knees are crossed,
one over the other, they should be alternated so they are not
always crossed in the same manner.

While some people, especially those with problems of poor
circulation in the legs. should avoid sitting with knees crossed,
thgre is good reason why so many people sit this way. Unless
a person is sitting in a chair that gives adequate support to
the low back. there is a tendency, when he tries to sit erect,
for the hips to tilt forward to the point cif arching the low back.
If the knees are crossed, the hips cannot tilt as .far forward,
and the hips and low back are in a more stable position,

Perhaps the social disapproval of ladies sitting with the legs
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crossed stems from the era when it was considered unladylike
to show the ankles. Today, it is almost a necessity to cross the

yin in order to get the skirt down to the knees!

Descriptive Comments to Help
Promote and Maintain Good Posture BEST COPY pall ABLE

"Stand tall. Remember that the tallest distance beiween
your head and your hips is a straight spine, but slight curves
are normal: To check for normal curves of the spine, stand with
your back to a wall, heels about 2 inches from the wall. Place
one hand behind your neck with the back of the hand against
the wall, and the other hand behind your .low back with the
palm against the wall. Now your entire back should touch either
your - hands or the wall."

"Let your arms hang easily at your sides as you draw your
shoulder blades back. Do not push your elbows back beyond
the'side line of the body."

"The position of your hips controls the position of the low
back. Keep the hips midway between forward tilt and backward
tilt. to maintain the normal curve in the low beak. Belts on
trousers or skirts Should be parallel with the ground."

"The position of your upper back controls the position of
your neck. The head tends to stay level (because ;:yes seek
eye-level) but if the upper back slumps the neck curves for.
ward. If the upper back is straightened, the curve in the neck
tends to return to normal."

"The position of your upper back also controls the posi-
tion of the chest. As you straighten your upper back, your chest
'is raised into good position. Do not try to bring your chest up
by arching your low back. It must be done by your upper back."

"Place weight evenly on both feet."
"Keep both !lees straight, not bent or pushed back."
"Stand in- froot of a mirror and try to make hips level and

shoulders level."
In restoring or maintaining good posture, certain idiomatic

phrases may be used to describe required activity (see Table 1).
Specific dt.scription in these instances is prfferred to a "catch-
all" phrase,.

A posture chart (Tbale 2) shoul.d be used to record postural
fauttsso that proper corrective treasures may be taken.

For additional information on the etescriOtion of postural ex-
ercises contact the President's Council on Physical Fitness and
Sports.

.f
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Circuit Training

a

BESI Can 1"'"IMILE

Circuit training is a modern method of physical conditioning,
which offers an interesting and exciting challenge. Equipmeht't
and facilities are utilized in ways which permit the participant
to get a complete workout and engage in a variety of activities
in a limited time. Circuit training gets its name from the fact
that the participant makes one or more trips around a prescribed
course, stopping at each station along the way to perform
various .exercise..

Circuits can be set up without equipment, but gymnasium,
playground and athletic apparatus generally is used. The difficulty
of the circuit can be increased or decreased to fit the need's of
individuals or groups. If equipment and exercises are properly
selected, a 10 or 12-station course can be used to condition the
cardiorespiratory system. and all of the bodrs major muscle
groups.

For additional information on sample circuit training programs
contact the President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports.
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--Part111-- A Comprehensive Program
of Health and Physical Education

While elaborate facilities are not necessary to conduct pro-
grams which produce developmental outcomes, it should be
recognized that achievement is directly related to standards
governing the administration of the program. Good physical
education programs produce good 'results.

This.fact was proved conclusively in a 5-year study covering
2,648 high schools in 25 States. Pupil achievement in course
objectives was directly proportional to the quality of the pro-
gram. Other studies reveal similar results.

Communities should -not gear their thinking to minimum
achievements. Rather they are urged to make every effort to
develop superior school programs of health and physical edu-
catio .

ADMINISTRATION STANDARDS

Boards of education and. school administrators should give
increasing attention to the strengthening of programs of school
health and physical education, emphasizing physical fitness.
They should remember that an effective instructional program
is best accomplished with teachers and leaders who have proper
professional preparation. Specific recommendations follow:

HEALTH EDUCATION

1. Schools should provide a curriculum based upon the
health needs of children and youth. It should provide for pro-
gression in student health ,learnings.

2. Regular instruction in health and safety education should
be offered in all grades of the elementary school and appro-
priate texts and instructional material.

3. Specific courses in health and safety education should
be offered in the junior and senior high school and appropriate
texts and instructional materials provided.

4. All elementary classroom teachers should be properly
prepared to teach health and safety education.

5. Health education teachers at the secondary level should
have a major in health education or an undergraduate minor
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in health educatiOn su6plemented by additional graduate study
in that field.

6. Schools should utilize the health- resources within the
community and State to strengthen the instructional program.
These include official and voluntary agencies and professional
groups such as medical and dental societies.

7. A member of the school faculty should be designated to
coordinate the total health education program.

8. In-service education should be provided to continually
improve teacher competencies in health education and to keep
up to date with scientific and educational developments.

.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION BEST copy AVAILABLE

1. Evaluation of pupil progress in terms of stated objectives.
2. Marking and credit for physical education comparable to

other subject matter areas.
3. A text book for pupil use in physical education in grades

7.12, as well as other reference materials and teaching aids.
4. No substitution of band, ROTC, athletic programs or other

extra-class activities for physical education class work.
5. For grades 1-6, one period per day, 5 days each week,

minimum:30 minutes, exclusive of recess and time spent in
dressing and showering.

6. For grades 7-12, one standard class period per day, 5
days per week.

7; Maximum class size not to exceed 35 pupils unless spe-
cial organization and leadership makes possible' the effective
handling of larger groups. -

8. Teaching load not to exceed 200 pupils per day, with
adjusted work load for those who direct extra-class and com-
plementary prOgrams.

9. Sufficient teaching stations to handle one-sixth of the
pupil population at one time. These should include gymnasiums,
swimming pools, tennis courts and other indoor and outdoor
facilities.,

10. Sufficient dressing, drying and shower rooms and toilets
provided for grades 4-12.

1j. Sufficient instructional and fitness testing equipment
ancrsupplies so that all pupils can be kept active in each class.

12. Qualified specialists should teach physical education to
both boys and girls in secondary schools. Where classrooms
are responsible for physical education in elementary, schools,
adequate consultative assistance by a specialist should be pro-
vided.
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RECOMMENDED EXTRA -CLASS PROGRAMS BEST COPY A"ILABLE

tvls recognized that the daily instructional period of .physical
education can only partially meet pupil fitness needs. There-
fore, additional opportunity should be provided for participation
and competition in. fitness producing activities. Such exper-
iences should be avall.able to all children through:

1. lotramural sports for all boys and girls in grades 4-12.
These programs should be conducted under competent leader-
ship. The extended school day, noon hours, week ends and the
vacation periods should be replete with a variety of organized
teams, leagues. tournaments; games and special features. They
should be skillfully planned and be as attractive and valuable
to the pupils as the interscholastic spbrts program.

2. Interscholastic athletics should be available for the ath-
letically gifted youth. All pupils should be encouraged to par-
ticipate in intramuials and/or extramioals with the gifted
emerging into a well controlled, educationally sound inter-
scholastic program. Opportunities should be broadened to in-
clude more sports, more teams, more participants.

3. Sports and fitness clubs for both boys and girls should be
organized in such activities. as hiking, cycling, camping, skating,
skiing, aquatic activities, gymnastics, dance, and shooting. These
and other activities can be incorporated into school and com-
munity recreation programs. Cooperation between school and
public recreation programs is important.

4. Opportunities for informal physical recreation should be
encouraged, and sponsored by schools at all available periods.

SUGGESTIONS FOR COMPLEMENTARY PROGRAMS

School and community recreation programs conducted by
tax-suprorted agencies should provide diversified programs to
further meet the total needs of youth. Many of the program
elements can make significant physical fitness contributions.

Voluntary youthserving agencies have valuable contributions
to make to the full range of experiences needed by youth.

Schoo's should provide opportunities for post-schoolouth and
aaults of the community including the school faculty to develop
and rna;main desirable levels of physical fitness. This can be
done through special adult education classes and by extension
of the community-school program.

Colleges and universities with qualified and research facili-
tles should be encouraged to become training centers for the
development of leadership in health and physical education.
Inst:tutes for the training of local, State, and regional leaders
should be conducted. These centers would be in a strategic
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position to accelerate the physical fitness movement through
research and development programs.

There is a trend toward, the establishment of community.
schools. These schools utilize their leadership, facilities, and

--other.resources to .serve both the education and recreation needs
of the entire community. It is important, of course, that the
schools establish an effective working relationship with the other
agencies in the community. The school is frequently-thelogical
agency to take the initiative in--forming a school-comMunity
health and fitness council. In some instances, existing councils
or committees can assume the added responsibility fc!' health
and fitness!, In others, new coordinating bodies may be devel-
oped but duplicatiOn of such groups is to be avoided.

CURRICULUM SUGGESTIONS

. All schools are urged to provide a comprehensive program of
physical education and health educatioh, including safety edu-

_cation. Such a program would include the :identification and
improvement of physically underdeveloped youngsters.

HEALTH EDUCATION

Direct instruction relating to specific health concepts and
problems should be provided at "every grade level. The topics
treated should be- ill keeping with the interests, needs, and
maturational level -of the children as they progress grade by
grade? Such direct instruction would be augmented by the
teaching of healthful and safe behavior through the health ap-
praisal procedures, by capitalizing on interest-arousing events,
by 'correlating health and safety witil other subjects, and by
other means.

Grades 1-3; Ages 6-8

At this level, much of the child's health learning relates to
developing good practices in daily !lying at home, in the school,
and in the community. Health _heeds include attention to
cleanliness; nutritioen; sleep, rest, and relaxation; healthful phys-
ical activities: acquaintance with the dentist, nurse, and physi-
cian; learning about community health agencies; care of the
eyes, ears, and teeth: and elementary concepts. of prevention
and control of disease.
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Grades 4-6; Ages. 9-11
rg copy PARABLE

Increasir g attentior( given tote- understanding of why
heath, practtces should be .followed. Elementary treatment of
the scientifi,s bases of healthful and safety, behavior is carried
forward., Ne'W units are introduced on the' body structure and
function. simple firstaid procedures, elementary principles of
mental and emotional health, and other topics.

Grqdes- 7-9;. Ages, 12-14

Duect.instructioil in health and safety should amount to at
l -ast one semester of f.ve regular periods per week during the
3 years. At this level, heavier emphasis should ba given to the
pnxslolog,ical and other scientific bases and to the use of the

scientific method in solVing health and safety problems. The
focus should be on problems of adolescence and should include
1,1i1ts on: growth and deveiopment; differences in rate of growth;
ph,sicz%l maturation; :acne and skin disorder; effects of 'main-
tasn,ing an adequate diet; use tobacco, alcohol, and other.
drugs: getting along with parents; establishing friendships; de-
s:rat.);te relationships with the opposite sex; introduction to
\;;;.:at,on,- ,^,:luding.health careers; importance of exercise and

for:1-5 of "recre,l!lon; and other related topics.

Grades 10-12; Ages 15-18. arOL; .4 problems of adult living an,.! of
-n11;,.. : Important topics include: emo-
( (1-,e. such as heart d; ease, cancer,

1;r1i.SS. instruction concerning consumer" -t ;i,!;,-,11:0:1 of health services and products);
hoalth organizations; health careers;:. is of civil defense; safety in the home,t, :" !,.creation; more advanced first aid; the role

. and maintainieg health and fitness;:" :--cre,.;4. health problems relating to alcohol,

1,!-t topics rmiires, at a minimum,
....pi-Tipster of daily periods of regular

arp recommended,

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
.

_;t::111 tumid include a core of
to develop strength, speed,
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uAseu a r enc;lurarlCe,
good posture and body mechanics, and organic efficiency. Ac-
tivities and exercises should affect all parts and systems. :The
curriculum should also include a broad scope and balance of
physical activities that promote well-rounded physical, social,
and intellectual development. Activities should become pro-
gressively more complex in organization and skills, and. more
demanding of physical development and control grade by grade.

The programs should be adapted to the,needs., interests, and
capacities of each child and youth, including Those pupils, whci
for physical and other reasons, are unable to participate safely
and successfully in the general program. All pupils should be
motivated to achieve high levels of physical fitness, compatible
with their capabilities.

44. Grades 1-3; Ages 6-8

Emphasis should be placed upon learning the fundamentals
of movement with and without equipment and building a foun-
dation of physical fitness.

-Walking, running, hopping, skipping, balancing , juMping,
s'iding, catching. climbing, hanging, throwing; elementary rhyth-
mical activities, creative movement experience, and simple
games which set the stage for later, more complicated activity
skills; activities on the junglegym and other types of playground
equ;pment, simple stunts and tumbling; ,lementary swimming
v.nerever posstle all of these activities and more should be
included. Active participation and vigorous movement should
be highlighted.

Grades 4-6; Ages 9-11

The "fitness core" should have continued emphasis, giving
particular attention to development of the back, chest, shoul-
ders. and arms. This age group is ready for elementary calis-
thenics. Claqs instruction should include fundamentals of sports
sk'lls in several team sports. track and field, and simple forms
cf indly:dual and dual sports. Opportunity to practice the skills
and to gain knowledge in organized games should be provided.

Folk dances and other rhythmical activities are important as
are relays, simple g-imes involving running, tumbling, simple
!;yrrnasr;cs and irtrainutals. Vigorous outdoor activities such
as skating and cycling should be encouraged.

Scri.!inng for physical ipacity as well as physical achieve-
ment tostn,; should begin it this level and continue periodically
there:Oter. S!rrple tests of skills and knowledge should also be
used.
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Grades .7-9; Ages 12-14 BEST CO Y IMIUME

The physical fitness core should include advanced condition-
ing and developmental activities, 'e.g., weight4esistance exer,
cises, and the activities should increase in intensity, frequency,
and distance. The wide range of individual differences among
these youngsters' in prepubertal and.pubettal stages of develop-
ment should be noted and programs adjusted accordingly.

The curricukim should include .a broad range of offerings in
sports and other activities. Emphasis should be given to a skill-
ful- participation in team sports and increasing.., attention to
individual and dual sports that carryover to recreation hours..
Intramural and extramural sports programs should be con-
ducted.

Folk. square, and social dancing are important activities fOr
this age group. Also to be highlighted are stunts, tumbling, gym:
nastics, and trampolining; aquatics (wherever feasible), with
emphasis on survival tactics; combative activities, e.g., wrestling
(for boys) and self defense; and outing activities, e.g., hiking,
camping, and hunting.

Grades 10-12; Ages 15-18

The fitness core continues tip be stressed with more oppor-
tunities for individual leadership provided.

The broad program is carried forward with particular emphasis
on sports. rhythmics. coeducational ..and other activities that
carry over IV° recreation hours throughout tife. Specialization
in such activiti.es should be encouraged. Ways of maintaining
physical fitness at various age levels under varying circum-
stances should be taught. ..Additionat attention should also be s;

given to outing activities and recreational activities for the
family unit. particularly those that promote physical aspects of
fitness.

Building Community Support

The recent history of the educational scene in the United
States is placing a continual demand on evaluation of programs
and 1:stinz; curriculum priorities. It behooves every physical
ecft,cator to develop an ongding program for the purpose of
creating public a:vareres in the value of physical education as
an integral and vital part of the total school program. Physical
educatcrs can no longeracsurne public understanding and sup-
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port. On the contrary, interpretation of program objectives and .

content has become an essential element in maintaining local
support for strong programs. This responsibility does not belong
exclusively to .school administrators or department chairmen.
It should be a responsibility equally shared"by every member
of the professional staff.

There are two general areas which deserve attention in de-
veloping support: The internal schbol community and'the larger
community.

DEVELOPING INTERNAL `SUPPORT
ti

There is no substitute for strong programs, dedicated teach-
ing and constant evaluation. However, there are many other
opportunities to develop Support among students, faculties and
school administrators which are.,often overlooked. Such activi--
ties as school assemblies, phySical education "Play Days," joint
activities with other departments'(i.e:, art, music, science,' etc.),
schoolnewspaper.artjcles can all be subStantial aids in Creating
understanding 'among °students and faculty.

In many situations, physical educators are isolated from' the
Lremainder of the facu during the regular school day, due to
.. the location .cif their to ching environment. This can lead to

comthunication weakne and lack of adequate intra-faculty
rapport and understandi ". An aware and,-.sensitive physical
education staff wills; make whatever adimsfehents necessary to
overcome this siireple and often co_af4itt producing situation.

_0--

DEVELOPING EXTERNAJ.0-SUPPORT

Athletic coach have traditionally been extremely success-
ful in developKg community support and understanding through .

their5atnitant exposure to the public's eye. This element of
kl,lerc relations can also be successfully incorporated into the

education program.. Such activities as physical tedu-
, cation demonstrations designed for service, club prograrhs,

P T.A. preservations. Sports-ARama, and' other similar activi-
ties can provide valuable foundations-for-building community
support.

INTERPRETING P.),IYSICAL EDUCATION
Suggestions for Teachers and Supervisors

During the past 10 years Council staff members have ob-
soved physical education programs in hundreds of schools in
ad 50 States. Outstanding programs, good programs; average
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programs, an.d inadequate programs. The programs ratede"out .!,r:
standing" and "good ". usually enjoy strong comenunity support. ...,

Usually. bi.lt not always. .. ,

Most good programs seem to have public' support not merely
because they are good. but because, the dedicated individuals
who run them feel a responsibility to "sell" their programs to
their various audiences: student's, fellow faculty members, the

. school administration, and parents. In other words, even the 7
most' aole phys-ical educator must, like everyone else, "blow
his o,,vn horn" to get attention.

We are not suggesting that .teachers ignore program. quality
to concentrate on salesmanship. We are.'suggesting they recog-
nize that community support is not an automatic result of good
programs. it must be copscientiously developed and cultivated.
This pamphlet contains suggestions for telling physical edy-

I cation's story more effectively.

THE STUDENT AS 4SALESMANc
s,

Effectve public relations begin's with a goo relitionship
between the teacher and his studentS. There are no better sales-
men for physical education than students who understand and
Enjoy their experiences in physical education; students who
-relate what they do in class to personal health, performance and
appearance: students who learn useful skills; or students who
see positive changes in themsehies as a result of physical edu-
cation 'activities.

Even students who appear 'to be non-competitive are inter-
estc.id in their own improvement and will recall a few years later
that they broke six minutes in the mile run/. or did 11 'pulps
during physical fitness testing. To help' at sure favorable ek
priences for all students, the vacher should emphasize com-
petition against °self. One way of keeping, students aware of
!'10.r prwrPss is to Time or measure all performances involving
running. swimming, jumping, challenging courses, etc. More
Thai most subjects. physical education can offer the student

e,,idence.of his improvement.
The enthusiastic teacher carrcommupicate his enthusiasm

t-) the student. Students appreciate thf kind of planning,
c,inintiOn and leadership which gets' maximum benefit horn:
the limited time available. One high school boy expressed a
fx.-orablo attitude toward physical education when he remarked:

Jon,--s means business. He runshis physical education class
the same football practice."

Parental attitudes to.vard physical education are largely de-
rivr.ci from 'stud.-?nt attitudes. A chance remark at the dinner
table 3i)r);;t a teacher who ,s obese and can't demonstrate skills,
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or a comment on Ick of organization and goals, ,can be devas-
tating to program 'support. On the other hand, a parent who
hears that his child, is making .ness gains,,,or whp hears that
we learned this today" instead of "we played that today," has

an immeasurably better opinion -f physical education.
Experience indicates that \most persons seriously question

the value of physical education-progratr s which are largely recre-
ational play. Programs which produce gains in knowledge, skill
And physic& fitness are much more likely to receive support.

S.

PUBLICIZING THE PROGRAM

The mass communications medianewspapers, radio and
IV offer many opportunities for enhancing physical. education's
image and cultivating support. Again, programs which are
achievement- or goal-oriented have a big advantage over re.cre-
ational type programS. The number and names of students
winning Presidential Physical. Fitness Awards, or a .comparison
of local fitness scores 'with- State and- National averages, are
news in most communities. So are reports on programs which
serve the handicapped and retarded, or ,programs which teach
useful skills such as swimming and drown-proofing.

It usually is helpful to assign responsibility for program pub-
licity to a staff member with interest arid aptitude in the ac-
tivity. All releases .should_ be coordinated with school and for
district public informatron officers, since they may have addi,
tional resources a.nd tontaCts which will beuSeful.

Periodic reports to the Princ.ipaiSuperintendent and Board
are another means of interpreting the physical education pro-
gram. Others include leaflets (explaining the scope and objec-
tives of the program) which students take home to parents;
photographic dispiays in window space pkovided by local mer-
chants; interesting pictures end charts posted on school bulletin
boards: display boards (in school gymnasiums or trophy cases)
Listing physical fitness record-holders: and color slides or movie
film fcr use in presentations to PTA's, service clubs, fraternal
organizations, .etc.

An opportunity often overlooked by the physical educator is
the local radio or TV "talk show:" Such shows are an excellent

fcr deta;led discussions. and physical education has many
friends in medicine pediatricians, orthopedists, cardiologists,
psychiatrists. etc. who can contribute to interesting and in-
formative presentations.

EXHIBITIONS AND DEMONSTRATIONS

Physical education still is widely misunderstood. Many older
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persoris never participated in a formal physical edUcation *-
gram. Other adults, such as those who are poorly coordinated,

". or those who were victims of lackadaisical teachers, may have
bad memories of their physical education. experiences. Regular
exhibitions and demonstrations can help acquaint these per-
:sons with the sc )e, objectives and methods of the physical
education' program and thereby correct any false impressions
that exists

Exhibitions at school assemblies and at the intermissions of
athletic events are 'perhaps the best means of reaching the
administration, fellow 'faculty mmbers and student's. Special
"days" or "nights," which may .be conducted by a single school,
or on a city-wide or district-wide basis; are effective, for taking
the message to the public. On April 13, 1972, the Norfolk, Vir-
ginia, City Schools conducted a special Physical Education Night
involving 1,600 pupils and 86 teachers frqm 70 schools. More
than 12,000 persons jammed into the community's new sports
arena to watch 20 major activities, and one of them Called it
"the most impressive exhibition I've ever seen."

The Council recommends that each secondary-school conduct
.at least one demonstration annually, apart from the usual Back
to School Night. Since experience indicates that such demon-
strations attract approximately. .three adult spectators for each
student participant, it is important to involve as many students
as is practical.

Following are five examples of demonstrations which schools
or districts are using to tell their stories effectively.

1. SportsA-Rama (single high school)

The program described fierc is presented by the boys' phys-
icd1 education . department and annually attracts a capacity
cro..,d. Doi-13'13ns collected during the event are used to as5ist,
in the purchase of physical education supplies and equipment.

CompP',ng ..exams are f.., med by the four grades of the school.
stm,ors Aro idenified by their green trunks", Juniors, gold; Soph
omores, blue; and Freshmen, red. Teams are judged according
to precision and appearance in marching on and off the floor
and during the .%armup. First is awarded 50 paints; second, 30
points: third. 20 coints; and fourth. 10 points. Decoration of
they r ass.gnticl snctions of the bleachers by classes is awarded:
first. ,0r) poin!s: second. 60 points; third, 40 points; fourth, 20
points. Cfwering and enthusiasm of classes is awarded: first,
100 pair's: t?c,f-u. 60 points: third. 40 points; fourth, 20 points.
Activities in their 1-hour, 45-minute program are:

7.30-7:3Y. Grand March and
Warmup All classes
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7:35-7.50
7:40-7:45

7:45-7:48

7:48-7:51

7:51.7:54

744%7:57

8:00.8:05

8;05-8:08

8:08-8:11

P8:14

8:14:8:19

.8: 19-0:22

8:22.8:25

8;25-8:35

8:35-8.

. ,

liLOOPY AVAILABLE
Sports ;A -Rama Song . Song ,leaders
Volleyball Seniors vs: Juniors
(10 points) (6 men on a team)
Wheelbarrow Relay .. Sophomores vs Juniors
(10 points) (8 men on a team)
Basketball Relay . . Seniors vs Sophomores
(10 points) (8 men on a leamY
Knee Basketball . .

(10 points)
Standing Jump Relay.
(10 points)
Tumbling Relay . . .

(10 points)

Juniors vs sophomores
(3 men on a team)
Freshmen vs Sophomores
(8 men on a team)

. Seniors vs Freshmen
(8 men on a team)

Tug of War Alt classes'
Single Elimination(40 men on a team)

'Freshmen vs Juniors,
SoPhbmores vs Sen-
iors .
Dizzy fizzy Relay . . . .

(10 points) ..
Sack Pace
(10 points)
Crab Race
(10 points)
Push Ball
(10 points)
Barrel Relay
(10' points)
Stroke-the-Boat Race .

(10 points)
Pyramid Building . .

Judged on organiza-
tion, difficulty, achieve-
ment and number of
students used. 1st-- -
100 poinh; 2nd :.0
points; 3N-40 points;
Entty--20 point.
Individual Contests . .

1st-10'::oints; 2nd
-6 points; 3rd 4
points; Entry 2
points.

,
Seniors vs SophomOres
(8 men on a team)
Freshmen vs Juniors
(8 men on a team)
Seniors vs Freshmen
48 men on a team)
Juniors vs Seniors
(8 men on a team)
Freshmen vs- Sophomores
(8 men on a. team)
Juniors vs Freshmen
(8 men on a team)
All Classes

All Classes



8:35.8:45 Group A
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
Weight Lifting

8:45-8A5_.Grot*tr-B-------

Tire Wrestle
Bulldog Pull
Tumbling

Indian Wrestle
Free Throws
Bar Dips
Elbow Wrestle
Pullups
All Classes8:55-9:10 Obstacle Race . .

1st --10 points; 2nd-
40 points; 3rd 30
points; Entry 20
points.

9:10-9:15 Presentition of Sports-
A-Rama Trophy , by

, Principal,
LIP

2.. Physical Edudation Night (11 high schools)

This demcinstration, staged in a college gymnasium, ipOolves
approximately 400 students and attracts an average of 2,000
adults.

Calisthenics Girls and boys
Folk Dances in Native Costumes Girls
Relays (Circular and Shuttle) Boys
Tumbling and Gymnastics Girls and boys
Modern Dance Girls
Circuit Courses Boys
Agility Response Drills Boys

3. Tribute to Physical Education (school distriCt)

Approximately 800 students and 50 teachers participate in a
90-minute program which draws up to 3,000 spectators.

Prelude---High school band.
Presentation of ColorsAFROTC.
Introduction of dignitaries and members of district board of

education by Coordinator of Physical Education.
Introductory remarks by State Physical Education personnel.
Description of demonstrations and narration during activities

by District Consultant in Physical Education and State Physical
Education Chief.
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Demonstrations (Elementary Schools): BEST COPY AVAILABLE
Gymnastics (Primary) Creative Rhythms. .,'
Ball Handling Skills Circuit Training
Balance Beam Movement Exploration
Vaulting Box Gymnastics (Intermediate)
Grass Drills i Parachute Play.
Astronaut Drills Stretch Ropes
Physical Fitness Development , Special Education TechniqUes
Geirman Free Movement Folk .. and Square Dancing

'Demonstrations (Secondary School Girls):
Junior High Free Exercise, .rumbling
Junior High Modern Gymnastics
Junior High Modern Dance, Aerial Tennis,
Junior High Jump Rope
High School Gymnastics Apparatus; Circuit Training
High School Golf, Badminton

Demonstrations (Secondary School Boys):
Junior High Pre-Tennis
Junior High --- Rope Climbing, Tumbling
Junior High Wrestling, Handball
Junior High Physical Fitness Testing
High School Gymnastics Apparatus, Physical Fitness

6 Conditioning
High School Weight Training, Archery

4. Sports-A-Rama (citywide)

This program, involving 1,200 fourth, fifth and sixth grade
pupils, attracts a Sunday afternoon crowd of 3,800. The fol-
lowing five individual events are run off simultaneously.

25 yard dash Reach. and jump Pullups
Rope Climb Standing broad jump
Each youngster is limited to one event. Three team events

are run aff in heats of three teams each. In the shuttle relay,
obstacle relay, and tug-of-war, teams are composed of two boys
and two girls. Each team member, in succession, completes
these activities in the obstacle relay:

Run 25 yards
Climb through an automobile tire
Walk a balance beam
Climb over a 5' Swedish vaulting box
Hurdle a 2' crossbar
Climb a 15' rope
Reverse the entire course.
The tug-of-war team is composed of three boys and three girls.
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.Among the 50 adults who assist in the meet's administration

are coaches from all of the junior and senior high schools, which
improves working relationships between elementary specialists
and secondary school personnel.

5. Sports-A-Rama (all county schools)

The demonstration described here, which is conducted in a
college gymnasium, involves 500 elementary and secondary
schdol students.

7:30-7:33 Sports-A-Rama Song
7:33-7:43 Calisthenics
7:43-7:46 Physical Performance Test
7:46-8:00 Court Game Court Game

1 Netball 5 Deck tennis
2 Semi-volleyball 6 Volleyball
3 Volley tennis 7 Paddle tennis
4 Pushbali 8 Badminton

8:00-8:05 Boa; Mechanics (Posture)
8:05.8:10 Crossfire (dodgeball game)
8:104015 Scrimmage (basketball leadup game)
8:15-8:18 Passball (football leadup game)
8:18-8:21 Pushball
8:21 -8:35 Dance and Basic Rhythms

'Primary (fundamentals and creative)
Intermediate (folk and contra)
Upper grades (social)

8:35,8:40 Rope Climbing
8:40-8:50 Base Games (baseball leadup games)

PrimaryHomeball
Intermediate Kickball and teeball

8:50-8:56 The Dance
Intermediate (Interpretive)
High School (Modern)

8:56-9:05 "Rasslin and Wrestling
9:05-9:30 Tumbling and Trampolining

WHAT' PHYSICIANS SAY
6BOUT PHYSICAL EDUCATION

On May 26. 1971, the President's Council on Physical Fitness
and Sports, at its quarterly meeting, unanimously adopted a
recommendation that all school children in Grades K-12 should
be required to participate in daily programs of physical educa-
tion emphasizing the development of physical fitness and sports

This recommendation reaffirms the previous position of
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the .President's COuntil on Youth. Fitnes.s in 1961, which recom
mended that daily physical education classet be given to all
students: (1) elementary-30 minutes. per day-, egclusive 'of
recess and dresiing-tiffie;.and (2) junior and senior high schools ;
--one standard class period per day,

Traditionally, national medical and physical education, lead-
ers have recommended. daily physical education classes to par-
tially satisfy exercise needs of. school youth. Significant posi-
tions follow:

1. In 1946 the Joint Committee of the American Medical As-
sociation and the National Education Asoociation recom-
mended daily physical education classes
a. Elementary SchooltWo periods per day of 30 minutes

minimumone in the morning for instruction and one /.
in the afternoon for supervised activity.

b. Secondary School sufficient time for dessing, show-
ering and /'r a minimum of 30 minutes activity. Rec-
ommends that the daily physical education period be
.supplemented by 'effective intramurals involving all
students.

2. The Ameridan Medical Association by resolution, .several
times recently. urged its various divisions .and depart-
ments and its constituent and component medical so-
cieties to do everything feasible to encourage effective
daily instruction in physical education for all students.

3. A joint committee of the Arn :trican Medical Association
and the American Association for Health, Physical Educa-
tion and Recreation recommended from 30 minutes to an
hour of daily vigorous activity as a minimum.

4. In 1964, an eminent national medical jury of the Pretii-
dent's Council on Physical Fitness jdnanimously recom-
mended that physical education involving vigorous exer-
cise adapted to individual needs and capacities is so
essential to optimum growth, development and health of
bupils that it should be required daily in ,kindergarten,
grades 1 through 6, junior high schools, and high schools.
The- jury unanimously recommended that the President's
Courcil on Physical Fitness continue its position of
strongly urging all States, schools districts and schools
to require and provide daily physical education classes
involvinzr, vigorous activities for all pupils.

Exncts of supporting statements for physcial educatioh
made to tne Council by physicians follow:

Fred Allman, Jr., M.D., Atlanta, Ga.

"I feel iery strongly that physical education should be re-
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a.,quired fQr all children, grade one through .grade twelve.
"Socioeconomic changes which have taken place in the past

20 year.s have placed a new responsibility on physical education
programs and instructors. Recent medical research ha.s indi-
cated that degenerative disease. and increased mortality are
associated with a sedentary life and 'that physical fitness im-
proves physiological efficiency and results in an increase in
endurance. strength, and agility. People who exercise regularly

longer *and are less likely to suffer from- degenerative dis-
eases. Good health habits mustbe learned and practiced dur-
ing the adolescent years and .oarried out all through life."

John L. Boyer, M.D., San Diego, Calif.

"Cardiovascular disease (c.ororiary artery heart disease and
hypertensive vascular disease) is the end result of.a long process
that begins in childhood. This has been shown repeatedly by
autopsy studies of young individuals in their' 20's in which
demonstrated cholesterol plaque formation has been noted in
the coronary arteries of individuals. in this early period of life.
In addition e see coronary heart attacks 'very commonly in

ithe 40's and very frequently iri the 30's and with progressively
r,ore frequency in the late 20's. Coronary' heart disease, ,with
its end result of a heart attack, is respdnsible fOr 700,000 deaths
in this 'country each year. Thus, if we are to make effective
changes we must pro.vide our children with vigorous daily phys-
ical education at an early age, continue dynamic programs
through the junior high school level and through the secondary
school system. In add.ition, proper emphasis must be placed
in the school curriculum on proper nutrition, anti-smoking in-
formation and the values of familyitype recreation.

"It is not an easy task to change .the established patterns of
our schools. First of all, it will require education of teachers-c'
and administrators in order that changes can be brought about.
It also require edUcation in the home, for the responsibility

ki,s not exclusively that of the schools. It will require changes
in the lifestyle of parents and the family. It is an immense task,
but it must be started if we are to make any effective changes
in the disease which is now almost epidemic in the 20th
Century."

David B. Carmichael, M.D., La Jolla, Calif.

"I strongly stipitrt 'daily physical education which would
ensure vigorous exercise and recommend it be required in all
schools for all students.

-The available clinical and research ev.idence documents the
L
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nee for continuing vigoroUs -physical 'activity in youth; and
continuing into adulthood. Venow are seeing more citizens :1

of the United States die ,from cardiovascular diseases thart.from
all other causes of death combined. The vast majority of thelse
deathSmore per year than the population of San Diegoare
from coronary artery diseases. .Evidence haS slowly accumu-
lated that along w,ith tobacco; diet,and spiraling stresses, the

. sedentary . living ,habits our material advantaget have afforded
. o us contribute heavily to this prOblem.

. 473 'a physician there are additional reasons why I am anx-
ious to see a program of daily physical conditioning in our,
schools. This hour of each day allows our young people to have
a badly needed .break from the intellectual, demands the inten-
sive academic curriculum places. on them. They need to run .

and jump and yell. They also need to be given the rudiments
of personal hygiene and some need tohave an opportunity to
shower."

Don B. Chapman, 'M.D., Houston, Texas .

"Daily physical exercise shoUld be maintained throughout
the greater portion of one's life. The incidence of cardiovascular
disease is greatly reduced. in those who keep themselves phys-
ically and mentally fit. A strow-ptlysical fitness program should
be carried out through elemeritary school, junior high and senior
high schools. We are all aware.af the necessity of disciplining
our minds and by the same token we should be well aware of
the importance of discipline 'o our .bodies. If physical fitness

'programs were withdrawn from the schools, there would be a
large group who would voluntarily choose not to participate in
group physical 'activities and a very important aspect of their
development ;,vould be lost forever.-

J. Roswell Gallagher. M.D., New Haven Conn.

daiii programs of physical education are'
3n0 beneficial to the present and future health
of our youth.

-The re!at:Qnshib of regular vqiods of physical activity to
The control -of..,:obesity and dia-

thry pcs!,:rl!,, prevention, o:1lay or reduction of severity of
':ift and other degenratoin processes. the rehabili-
tation or :hi":.: or damaged limbs and muscles. all of which.
-oa., h,1 r-o.'lriered Oresent or future problems of youth.. The
AMA cc,-ech-, oh. ExerciSe and Physical Fitness recognizes

croy--.;;P 35 corrr?etive aspects of exercise and
,.,21phaF,:ze the former in regard to the maintenance
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°of tealth. tt also recognizes the contribution of daily periods
of physical 'eduCation to the health 'of school age children.

"Activity programs which are liinited to. infreduerlt or irregu-
lar sessions are not in the best .interest of school children.
Young people subjected to inadequate physical education ex-
periences tend to develop negative. attitudes toward exercise.
In addition tb the difficulty of attaining suitable levels of dy-
namic and emotional fitness, problems of class size and orga-
nization are to be considered. it is apparent that, in attempts
to service large school populations by 'scheduling long, infre-
quent periods of activity, classet too large for adequate instruc-
tion,.supervision, safety precautions, use of facilities and amount
of activity can result. Under such conditions, the opportunity
for ,students to develop the wholesome health practices and
attitudes that should be normally associated with physical edu.,
cation are abseht."

David Geltand; M.D., Philadelphia, Pa.

"I support the recommendation of the President's Council on
Physical Fitness .and Sports fOr' daily physical° education in
schools for all pupils. Regular habits .of exercise, begun early
in life and continued throughout the .school years, will result in
continued benefits in adult life. These habits may have a defi-
nite influence in preventing the deleterious effects of aging
manifested by atherosclerosis, such as heart attack and stroke.
If this is not prevented, then its onset may be delayed or there
is a bgtter chance of .recovery.."

Hans Kraui, M:D., New York, N.Y.

"I feel very strongly that vigorous physical exercise for at least
one hour is essential as a preventive measure for sickness and.'
disability in later life.

strongly ,recommend. that the time in physical education
be 'spent entirelj on basic-exercises, formal exercises and basic
activity such 3S running. Games and sports should be added
and stressed on an elective basis. but not as Substitution for
basic exercises.

"These-.daily physical workouts should start in kindergarten.
and continue throughout school and college.

"I think' that the recommended thirty minutes (elementary)
as a minimum is only a compromise."

Sammy Lee, M.D., Santa Ana, Calif.

. "The benefits of daily physical activity are so obvious that
it is difficult to understand why some people wish to remove
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this most important 'equirement from school curriculUms. Daily
physical education p\cograms are vital to the development of

/health patterns that Will continue throughout. life. It one
' thing to treat a man, cr, woman, for heart/disease at age forty.

It 'es quite a different, ar\d more logical, story to work toward the
prevention of cardiovascular disease at an early age through
daily physical education -. programs in' all our schools. for ail
children."

Thomas B. Quigley, M.D., Boston, Mass.

)1 know of no scientific way, of measuring the disrespect for
regular, suitable activity caused by relegating physical educa-
tion to stepchild ..status- in the curriculum. It is unfortunate

, that the public as 'a whole-does not yet relate'physical education/
sports to healthful living. At this point, let me-confirdi that sports
are an adjunct of the physical educatipn program, not a sub-
stitute for it. With the new emphasis on integration, the prin-
ciple of a sound mind in a sound body is still the basis of ex-
cellence in living.' Generations of experience have established
that the growing young body needs and should. have daily, super-
vised exercise. It seems almost tragic to see a 'State or school
district take or consider the backward .step of diluting the re-
quirement of daily health and physical instruction' in the spools."

Kenneth D. Rose, M.D., Lincoln, Nebraska

"Physical activities can fill young people's need for adven-
ture, train them to meet and accept challenges, provide a basis
for comparison with peers, teach them to accept limitations, and
develop self-confidence and an adequate self-image. Activity
programs whi6h are limited 'to infrequent or irregular sessions
are not in'the best interest of youth. Young people subjedied to
inadequate physical education experiences tend to develop at-
titudes toward exercise.

"Furthermbre, the AMA Committee on Exercise and Physical
Fitness believes there is some evidence which relates health
and fitness to improved scholastic achievement and recognizes
this as a possible concomitant }value of exercise programs in
schools and colleges.

"For these reasons. the Committee regards comprehensive
daily programs of physical education as both necessary and bene-
ficial to the present and future health and well-being of our
youth."
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Paul Dudley Whitei.M.D., Boston, Mass.

"I recommend that the President's Council on Physical Fit -
ness arid Sports continue its position of strongly urging all States.
school districts, and schools to require and provide daily phys-
ical education classes involving vigorous activities adapted to
individual needp and capacities for bll pupils: (1) For grades
`1.-6. one period per day. 5 days each week, minimum 30 minutes,
excluSive of recess and time spent in dressing anct showering,
and (2) for grades 7-12, one standard class period per day, 5
days per week. and on throughout life a minimum of one hour
of vigorqus exercise daily or seven hours weekly. This program
is essential not only for physiological reasons and physical fit-
ness per se. but it is vital for the optimal .function of the brain,
for retardation cf the onset of serious atheroscleTsis which is

,beginningto appear in early adult life and even in ur teenagers,:'
and for longevity, and a useful and healthy life of our older
citizens: It is little short of criminal to educate our young
people mentally only to have ther'n die early of 'heart attacks
and strdkes'--for example, at 40 Because of neglect of their
physical health."

Medical leaders unequivocally recommend daily physical edu-
cation instruction involving vigorous exercise in Grades 1-12.
The President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports supports

. this recoi-nmendation and urges its implementation.

The following resolution was passed by the House of Dele-
gates of the American Medical Association, New York 1969:

"Resolved, that the American Medicat, Association through
its various divisions and departments and its constituent and
component medical societies do everything feasible to en-
courage effective instruction, in physical education for all
students in our schools and colleges."
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